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ABSTRACT
The evolutionary relationships between organisms are represented as phyloge-
netic trees. These trees have important implications for understanding biodiversity,
tracking disease, and designing medicine. Since the evolutionary process that led to
modern biodiversity was not directly recorded, phylogenetic trees are inferred from
modern observations. Inferring accurate phylogenies is computationally difficult and
many inference algorithms produce multiple phylogenetic trees of equal quality. The
common method for presenting a set of trees is to summarize their common features
into a single consensus tree. Consensus methods make it easy to tell which features
are common to a set of trees, but how do you explore the hypotheses that are not
the majority of trees? This question is best answered by a search algorithm.
We present algorithms to query a set of trees based on their internal structure.
Trees can be queried based on their bipartitions, quartets, clades, subtrees, or taxa,
and we present a new concept which unifies edge based relationships for search func-
tions. To extend the power of our search functions we provide the ability to combine
the results of multiple searches using set operations.
We also explore the differences between sets of trees. Clustering algorithms can
detect if there are multiple distinct hypotheses within a set of trees. Decision tree
depth and distinguishing bipartitions can be used to measure the similarity between
sets of trees. For situations where a set of trees is made up of multiple distinct sets,
we present p-support which is a measure to quantify the impact of the individual
sets on a single consensus tree.
The algorithms are presented within the context of TreeHouse. This is my open
source platform for querying and analyzing sets of trees. One goal of TreeHouse was
ii
to unite query and analysis algorithms under a single user interface. The seamless
interaction between fast filtering and analysis algorithms allows users to the explore
their data in a way not easily accomplished elsewhere. We believe that the algorithms
in this document and in TreeHouse can shed new light on often unexplored territory.
iii
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1. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental question in biology is how organisms are related to one another.
For instance, one might wonder about how the big cats of genus Panthera are related
to each other and other cats. While biology seeks to define the evolutionary relation-
ships between all species, certain organisms receive more attention than others. The
big cats are one such group. They are a well known set of species, but they are also
facing serious threats in the wild due to loss of habitat [66, 65]. Theses big cats and
the hypothesis about how they are related to one another will serve as the primary
running example through out this document.
JaguarLionLeopard Tiger
Snow
Leopard
Clouded
Leopard
Near
Threatened
Near
Threatened
Vulnerable EndangeredEndangered Vulnerable
Figure 1.1: Images of the cats in our example data set. The citations for the images
used in this figure: Leopard [39], Lion [20], Jaguar [97], Tiger [60], Snow Leopard [45],
and Clouded Leopard [98].
The first four cats in Figure 1.1 make up genus Panthera, which are the roaring
cats. The Snow leopard poses an interesting question because it has the similar
throat structure to the roaring cats but it does not roar [28]. So, there is a question
of how closely it may be related to genus Panthera or if it should be included in
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genus Panthera. The Clouded Leopard serves as a bridge of sorts. It is seen as
the link between the big and small cats as it is a large Asian purring cat [18]. The
inclusion of a species such as this provides a frame of reference for the questions
about relationships between species. A hypothesis of the evolutionary relationships
between species is known as a phylogeny.
1.1 What is a phylogeny?
The theory of evolution implies the decent of all living organisms on Earth from
a common ancestral gene pool. Evolution is thought of as a branching process
where populations are genetically altered over time and may speciate into separate
groups, hybridize together, or become extinct. A tree is often used as a metaphor
for evolution with evolutionary change flowing from the root to the tips. An early
phylogeny from 1866, drawn as a literal tree, is shown in Figure 1.2 [27]. This tree
represents one of the first attempts to draw a phylogeny which classifies all known
life forms. Modern trees differ from this example in many ways. Much has changed
in our understanding of the positions of different organisms and the structure of
modern trees tends to be presented in a less literal fashion.
Today’s living organisms are just one stage of the evolutionary process resulting
from a long series of these speciation, hybridization and extinction events. A tree
used to represent the evolutionary relationships between organisms is known as a
phylogenetic tree or phylogeny. The leaves of these trees are living organisms and
the internal nodes represent the most common ancestor of the nodes that branch
from it. Phylogenies have been a part of evolutionary biology since the time of
Darwin and provide biologists with a way to structure and visualize their knowledge
of biodiversity [105].
The current best hypothesis of the relationships between the six cats in Figure 1.1
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Figure 1.2: An early phylogeny drawn by E. Haeckel which was originally published
in 1866 [27]. This figure shows the phylogeny as a literal tree.
comes from the work of Davis, Li, and Murphy which was published in 2010 [16].
The phylogenetic relationships reported by the authors are shown in Figure 1.3. A
phylogeny can be read similarly to a family tree in that when few branches separate
two organisms they are considered to be closely related. One interesting thing to
note about this phylogeny is that it places the snow leopard as the closest relative
to the tiger. This puts the tiger which is a roaring cat more closely related to a
non-roaring cat than the other species that make up genus Panthera.
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JaguarLionLeopard Tiger Snow
Leopard
Clouded
Leopard
Figure 1.3: The current best hypothesis of the evolutionary relationships between
the taxa in genus Panthera [16].
1.2 Why do we care about phylogenies?
In many ways a phylogeny is like a map that serves to help organize our knowledge
of biological diversity. By placing organisms in the appropriate phylogenetic context
we can obtain a better understanding of the patterns and processes of evolution.
Phylogenetics has become an important component in modern taxonomy, which is
a discipline concerned with the identification, classification, and naming of organ-
isms. Classifying organisms is an important part understanding biodiversity in any
given area. Informed decisions about conservation efforts require accurate classifica-
tions and estimates of biodiversity, making phylogenetics an important component
in conservation efforts [62, 36]. Phylogenetics can also play an important role in
other scientific efforts. Phylogenies are used in tracking the spread and evolution
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of diseases such as HIV [1], hepatitis C [32], and SARS [47, 49]. Phylogenetics has
even played an evidentiary role in court cases related to the purposeful transmission
of HIV [81, 58, 7, 69]. Phylogenetics is also used in designing chemicals such as
medicine [79, 95, 11] and even weed killer [53].
The impact of phylogenetics even extends beyond biology. Stemmatological meth-
ods, which are deeply inspired by phylogenetic methods, are used to trace the origins
of medieval texts [89, 86, 2]. In many ways the importance of a phylogeny comes from
the context that it can provide. Placing an unknown organism into a phylogenetic
context provides insight into the evolutionary history of that organism and how its
history relates to those of other organisms.
1.3 Why do we care about sets of phylogenies?
Inferring phylogenetic relationships is a difficult process. Evolution can be ob-
served in limited cases such as small scale experiments with single cell organisms or
viruses. The process of evolution that led to the differentiation of the species we
know today was a long and slow process that took place over millions of years of un-
recorded history. Since the exact process of speciation, hybridization, and extinction
that brought us modern biological diversity is unknown, phylogenetic trees must be
inferred from the evidence of evolution that we can observe. This makes the process
of inferring a phylogenetic tree one that seeks to match the observations about a set
of organisms to a model of evolution. Finding the tree that best fits the a model of
evolution for a set of organisms is an NP-Hard optimization problem. For n organ-
isms of interest there are (2n− 3)!! possible rooted binary trees which could describe
their relationships [22]. This means that there are almost three times as many ways
to arrange 52 taxa into a binary tree than the 1× 1080 atoms in the visible universe.
Many phylogenetic inference algorithms return more than a single tree. Bayesian
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inference algorithms are known to often return tens of thousands of trees [35]. The
common features of these trees are often summarized and presented as a single tree
in a publication. The single published tree represents the evolutionary hypothesis
for how the organisms of interest are related to one another. The trees that form
the basis for this summary are important because they are part of the supporting
evidence for published hypothesis.
Sets of trees can also be created as a part of the validation process for a phyloge-
netic hypothesis. One of the most common support measures for phylogenetic trees
is bootstrap support [21]. This method constructs multiple phylogenetic trees with
each tree being built from a subset of the observations about the organisms. The
frequency of features appearing in the bootstrap support trees is used as a measure
of stability of those features in relation to the observations. These trees are treated
directly as support for the relationships in the proposed phylogenetic hypothesis. It
is common to find the hypotheses, the single published trees, in journal publications
and to some degree in online data repositories. The phylogenies that are used to
support these hypotheses are harder to find and less explored. The ability to under-
stand and explore the evidence which supports a hypothesis is an important part of
any scientific research. The ability for others to understand and explore the evidence
is an important part of reproducibility in science.
The work that led to the Pantheran phylogeny in Figure 1.3 included exploring
all possible topological arrangements of the organisms. Multiple inference methods
were used in order to corroborate the results between multiple algorithms. Once the
most likely phylogeny was found, thousands of support trees were built to determine
confidence values for the solution. This single tree is the product of a very thorough
analysis which included the creation of thousands of trees [16]. Yet, while this tree
represents the thousands of trees it is only a slice of the picture in the long history
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of genus Panthera. Other researchers have also looked at the same organisms and
come to different conclusions. Figure 1.4 shows fourteen hypotheses and the years
they were published. Many of these hypotheses came to very different conclusions
about the relationships between the species. They used different data and different
methods. There are likely many trees behind these hypothesis in a similar way that
multiple trees were built to support the current hypothesis.
T1 - 1986 T0 - 1978 T3 - 1996 T2 - 1995
T4 - 1997 T6 - 2000T5 - 1999 T7 - 2001 
T9 - 2004 T10 - 2005 
T12 - 2009
T11 - 2006 
T13 - 2010
T8 - 2001
C. Leopard
S. Leopard
Tiger
Jaguar
Leopard
Lion
C. Leopard
Jaguar
Leopard
Lion
S. Leopard
Tiger
C. Leopard
Tiger
Jaguar
S. Leopard
Leopard
C. Leopard
S. Leopard
Tiger
Jaguar
Leopard
Lion
C. Leopard
S. Leopard
Leopard
Lion
Tiger
Jaguar
C. Leopard
S. Leopard
Tiger
Jaguar
Leopard
Lion
C. Leopard
Tiger
S. Leopard
Jaguar
Leopard
Lion
C. Leopard
Tiger
Jaguar
Lion
Leopard
S. Leopard
C. Leopard
Tiger
Jaguar
Leopard
Lion
S. Leopard
C. Leopard
Leopard
Jaguar
Lion
Tiger
S. Leopard
Jaguar
Lion
Leopard
Tiger
S. Leopard
C. Leopard
Jaguar
Leopard
Lion
Cheetah
Cougar
Tiger
S. Leopard
C. Leopard
Jaguar
Leopard
Lion
Tiger
S. Leopard
Lion
C. Leopard
S. Leopard
Tiger
Jaguar
Leopard
Lion
Current best hypothesis
Figure 1.4: Multiple hypothesis of genus Panthera over the last 30 years with pub-
lication dates shown. T0 and T1 are based on morphological data while the rest of
the trees are based on biochemical or molecular data. Citations for the trees are as
follows: T0 [30], T1 [29, 80], T2 [38], T3 [41], T4 [40], T5 [6], T6 [54], T7 [37], T8 [5],
T9 [73], T10 [106], T11 [42], T12 [104], and T13 [16].
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So, while there may be a set of phylogenies from a single analysis, sets of trees
may also be built from the phylogenies resulting from multiple studies. These trees
may have been constructed by different algorithms and may contain different taxa
from one another. Trees might come from multiple analyses conducted in a single lab
or may represent the aggregated work from multiple labs. These trees may represent
multiple distinct hypotheses as to the true evolutionary history of the organisms
they contain. Trees like this are important to understand both for the phylogenetic
information they contain, but they are also important because they represent our
changing understanding of the evolutionary history for the set of organisms.
1.4 Research objectives and contributions
The overarching goal of this research is to help biologists build more accurate
phylogenetic trees. The accuracy of a phylogenetic analysis is directly tied to the
data and algorithms used to infer the phylogeny. Many published phylogenies are
compiled from, or supported by, sets of trees. Understanding those trees and what
they say about the analysis is an important component to having confidence in the
final result. Some sets of trees may completely support a hypothesis while others may
have inconsistencies or unexpected patterns. Sets of trees may have multiple distinct
hypotheses. These hypotheses can go unnoticed when they are left unexplored and
presented as a single consensus hypothesis.
Algorithms for analyzing sets of trees have been limited and lacking. Fundamental
questions, such as, “Do any of the trees in this set have a certain feature of interest?”
have been difficult to answer. Consensus algorithms allow for the quick identification
of the most prevalent bipartitions in a set of trees. However, consensus algorithms
are not useful in many cases such as when the bipartition of interest does not appear
in the majority of trees or when the feature of interest is not a bipartition. In
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these cases search algorithms are required. To address the need for search and
analysis algorithms for sets of trees we have introduced TreeHouse. TreeHouse is an
open source project which aims to provide biologists with the algorithms needed to
investigate large sets of trees. TreeHouse allows its users to search, filter, analyze and
explore sets of trees with in a single framework. The prevailing idea of TreeHouse is
to provide provide users with fast tools which can be quickly combined. When tools
like these are at the user’s fingertips, interaction and engagement with the data is
encouraged.
The rest of this document is laid out in the following sections. Background for
phylogenetics is presented in Section 2. Different types of phylogenetic trees and
their features are discussed. Also, different ways to define the relationships between
taxa such as bipartitions, quartets, subtrees, and clades are defined.
Work related to TreeHouse is presented in Section 3. TreeHouse is not the first
platform to provide a solution for querying sets of trees. However, much of the
previous work in this area has been focused on a different search question. Many
projects have focused on returning the set of trees which contain the taxa which are
of interest to the user. Fewer projects have provided a solution which allows the
user to query a set of trees based on their structure. The few projects that have
addressed this question have done so with narrow scope in terms of ways of defining
tree structure.
Section 4 of this document describes the major components of the TreeHouse
system. The grammar, lexer and parser for the system are described. These pieces
define the interpreted language which allows users to interact with the system via
the command line or by running batch scripts. Also described in this Section is the
method for storing trees within the TreeHouse system.
Search algorithms are described in Section 5. These algorithms are intended to
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provide biologists with the answer to the question, ”which, if any, of the trees in the
set have a feature of interest?” These algorithms allow sets of trees to be queried
based on which bipartitions, quartets, subtrees, or clades they contain. The different
ways that a user can define the relationships between taxa in a phylogenetic tree are
described in Section 2. This Section also shows how K-tets can be used in queries.
The concept of a K-tet is novel to my work, and is first introduced in Section 2.
This concept bridges the gap between bipartitions and quartets. Also described is
how multiple searches can be combined by using set operations. Combining searches
in this way allows for the creation of arbitrarily complex queries. Experiments are
presented which show the correlation between complexity and the size of the result
set. The experiments show that searches with few taxa can be powerful tools to
filter sets of trees. Searches are also shown to be quick on multiple real data sets.
This Section also describes the major data structures which provide the foundation
for many of the algorithms in TreeHouse. The way that trees are parsed and stored
in memory has been designed to make searching for trees based on their structure a
fast process.
Section 6 introduces analysis algorithms for single trees and sets of trees. These
methods can be used to gather data about a set of trees or to summarize the results of
a search. The differences in sets of trees also matter. When trees come from a single
analysis, the differences could tell us whether the trees support a single hypothesis
for the evolutionary history of a set of organisms or multiple distinct hypotheses.
The differences in gene trees can tell us about how different genes evolved within
a set of species. The differences in trees inferred from different algorithms or data
sets can tell us about how different inference algorithms perform. These differences
have been hard to get at. Exploration with search algorithms can help illuminate
some of these differences, but when the questions are about larger trends in the data,
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other algorithms are needed. This Section contains information on consensus and
distance methods as well as methods specifically designed for taxa heterogeneous
data sets which are data sets where trees may have different taxa from one another.
Since many analysis algorithms are not meaningful or well defined for trees with
differing taxa, we introduce the concept of taxa masking. Taxa masking allows users
to homogenize a set of trees by ignoring any taxa that are not contained in all of
the trees in the group and collapsing any extra branches. This method exposes the
common structure among the trees and allows the user to apply algorithms, such as
consensus algorithms, to sets of trees where they would otherwise be useless.
Sections 7 and 8 build upon the analysis functions in Section 6. These Sections
use a combination of concepts from the previous Sections to create more advanced
analysis tools. Section 7 covers the use of distinguishing bipartitions and decision
trees. These methods provide measures for how similar or different sets of trees are
from one another. Section 8 covers clustering methods which can be used to detect
distinct subsets within a set of trees. Algorithms for measuring clustering quality are
also presented. Clustering algorithms can be useful to detect if there are multiple
distinct hypothesis within a set of trees. Experiments are presented which show that
multiple runs of a Bayesian inference algorithm, which were previously thought to
have converged to a single result, actually represent multiple distinct hypotheses of
the true tree. Also presented is p-support which is a support measure which relates
the stability of a relationship in a phylogeny to the multiple hypotheses represented in
the tree set. This Section also relates the idea of multiple distinct hypotheses within
a set of trees to the concept of convergence. Knowing whether or not an analysis
reached convergence is important in validating the results of Bayesian analyses.
Two more Sections round out this document Section 9 discusses TreeHouse as
platform for reproducible science, and finally, conclusions and a brief discussion of
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future work is presented in Section 10.
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Phylogeny as a biological hypothesis
A phylogeny is a way to express how organism are genealogically related. Since
the evolutionary events that have led to the diversity of modern species were not
directly observed, the relationships between modern species must be inferred. Phy-
logenies represent hypotheses of the flow of evolution and how organisms are related
to one another. A major goal of biology is to reconstruct the tree of life which is the
phylogeny depicting the relationships between all of the estimated 5 to 100 million
living species.
2.1.1 The structure of a phylogeny
Figure 2.1 shows a phylogenetic tree representing a proposed phylogeny for genus
Panthera [16]. The major parts of the phylogeny are annotated.
• Leaf Node: The subjects of the phylogenetic study are placed at the leaf nodes
of the tree. These often represent taxa such as individuals or populations of
organisms. Taxa can also represent larger groupings such as families, genera
or orders. Genes or bacterial strains can also be the subjects of phylogenetic
studies. While the taxa appearing on at the leaf nodes tend to be currently
living, extinct species are sometimes used.
• Internal Node: The internal nodes represent the inferred common ancestor to
all of the descendant nodes.
• Clade: A group of taxa including their most recent common ancestor and all
of its descendant is referred to as a clade. The internal node marked in the
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Figure 2.1: The parts of a phylogenetic tree labeled on an example phylogeny for
genus Panthera.
annotated phylogeny defines a clade which includes lion, leopard, and their
most recent common ancestor.
• Root: The root of the tree represents the common ancestor to all of the taxa
in the tree.
• Branch: The branches in the phylogeny define the relationships between the
taxa.
• Branch length: The length of the branches in a tree can represent the amount
of evolutionary change that has occurred over the branch. It can also represent
an estimate of the amount to time it took for those changes to occur. A distance
scale may be shown with the tree to provide a unit of measurement for how
the branch lengths should be interpreted.
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• Topology: The topology of the tree is defined by the branching pattern and
placement of the taxa.
• Tree shape: The shape of a phylogenetic tree is defined by the branching
pattern of the tree without regarding the placement of the taxa.
• Outgroup: To provide a root for a phylogenetic tree, an outgroup is added to
the study. This is a taxon or set of taxa which are thought to be outside of
the clade that makes up the studied organisms. The subjects of the study can
be referred to the ingroup. The tree is rooted where the outgroup meets the
ingroup. In the example tree the outgroup is the clouded leopard.
2.1.2 Newick format
The Newick format [23] is the most common format for representing phyloge-
netic trees as text. It is also the most common format for storing phylogenetic trees
on disk. In this format, the topology of the evolutionary tree is represented using
a notation based on balanced parentheses. Consider the evolutionary tree in Fig-
ure 2.1. A Newick representation of the topology of this tree is ”((((Lion, Leopard),
Jaguar),(Tiger, S. Leopard)), C. Leopard);.” Each set of parenthesis represents a
node with the enclosed taxa as children of that node. The ‘;’ character denotes
the end of the Newick string. The Newick representation of a tree is not unique.
For example, another valid Newick string for the same tree is ”(((Tiger, S. Leop-
ard),((Leopard, Lion), Jaguar)), C. Leopard);.” In fact, for a tree with n taxa there
are 2n−1 equivalent Newick strings which represent the tree.
2.1.3 Types of phylogenies
The example tree in Figure 2.1 is a rooted trees with branch lengths. However,
a phylogeny can be drawn as either a rooted or unrooted tree, and the lengths of
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its branches may or may not carry information. In Figure 2.2 we show four possible
drawings of the same tree. Tree 1 shows the tree drawn as a rooted cladogram.
In this representation the branch lengths are not representative of any data and are
often just scaled to be pleasing to the eye. Tree 2 is also rooted but with the branches
scaled to represent the amount of evolutionary change down each branch. Tree 3
and Tree 4 are unrooted representations of Tree 1 and Tree 2 respectively. As only
the relative positions of taxa and branches matter to the meaning of the tree there
are multiple ways to draw the each of the four trees shown. For a tree with n taxa,
the number of equivalent visual arrangements of a drawn phylogeny is similar to the
2n−1 equivalent Newick representations of the tree.
Figure 2.2: 4 ways to draw one phylogenetic tree.
The branches in a tree may contain information beyond the tree’s topology.
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Branches may carry a range of different values. For instance a tree’s branches can be
annotated by the support values of that branch, the amount of evolutionary change
that occurred down the that branch, or the estimate of the amount of divergence
time based on the fossil record. Other trees are depicted with no lengths or support
on the branches. When the branch lengths on a tree are based on the amount of
evolutionary change the tree is referred to as a phylogram. When the branches are
relative to the amount of time since divergence the tree is referred to as a chronogram.
When a tree is only representative of the branching pattern of the taxa involved it is
referred to as a cladogram. Trees in this document are referred to as either weighted
or unweighted trees. Trees that have information attached to their branches are
referred to as weighted trees.
2.1.4 Resolution
Figure 2.3: Three trees which have the same taxa but have different degrees of
resolution.
When the relationships between all the taxa in a tree are resolved, the tree is
bifurcating. This means that every internal node has two children. When a rela-
tionship is unresolved, it is represented as a polytomy or a node with more than two
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children. We refer to the percentage of resolved relationships in a tree as that tree’s
resolution rate. Figure 2.3 shows three trees each containing the same taxa but at
different levels of resolution. In this set Tree 1 is fully resolved, Tree 2 is partially
resolved, and Tree 3 is completely unresolved. A tree like tree like Tree 3 has a
0% resolution rate has contains no information about the relationships between the
taxa. This topology is known to as a star topology.
2.2 Phylogeny as a data structure
When considered as a data structure, phylogenies are interesting due to the fact
that the information they contain is stored in the relative position of the labeled
leaf nodes. As such, a phylogeny only contains information about how the taxa
contained in the tree are related to one another. While it is the relative position
of taxa within the topology that is of interest, phylogenies do not enforce order on
their leaf nodes. Multiple configurations can represent the same information, such
as with Newick strings. It is useful to have a system where each tree has a single
unique representation for storing and comparing phylogenies. When dealing with
phylogenies where all taxa are uniquely labeled, meaning that a single taxon can
not appear in multiple places with in a single tree, we can uniquely represent the
phylogeny as the set of relationships between taxa as defined by the tree’s clades.
MUL-trees may have multiple leaf nodes with the same label. These trees can not
be uniquely identified by their set of clades and are not handled by TreeHouse.
2.2.1 Clades
A phylogenetic tree can be uniquely defined by its set of clades. Figure 2.4 shows
the four clades and the clade which they define. A clade can be computed at each
internal node of a phylogeny. The clade is represented by all of the taxa that descend
from the node. Clades provide a convenient representation for phylogenetic trees.
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Given a set of clades only one tree topology can be built making the reassembly of
a phylogeny possible. A phylogeny can contain at most n− 2 clades where n is the
number of taxa in the tree. Clades are particularly useful when dealing with sets of
trees where different trees may contain different taxa. Since a clade is only defined
by the taxa beneath a node, two trees do not have to contain the exact same sets
of taxa to have a clade in common. This is different than a bipartition which is
defined by the placement of all of the taxa in the tree. Also, since a clade is defined
by the taxa below a node in the phylogeny the concept only makes sense for rooted
trees. This is not a problem in TreeHouse since the standard format for storing trees,
Newick format, is a rooted representation.
Jaguar
Lion
Leopard
Tiger
S. Leopard
C. Leopard
Lion
Leopard
Tiger
S. Leopard
Jaguar
Lion
Leopard
Jaguar
Lion
Leopard
Tiger
S. Leopard
C1
C2
C3
C4 C1
C2
C3
C4
Figure 2.4: A phylogeny and the four clades which define its structure.
2.2.2 Bipartitions
A phylogenetic tree can also be uniquely defined by its set of bipartitions (or
edges). When removed, a bipartition splits the taxa into two sets. In Figure 2.5,
consider bipartition b1 in Tree 1. It partitions the set of taxa into two groups with
taxa A and B on one side and taxa C,D, and E on the other side. We represent
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Figure 2.5: Two examples of evolutionary trees depicting the relationships between
5 taxa. Each bipartition is labeled and the quartets making up each tree are shown.
Bipartitions and quartets shown in blue are shared between the two trees. Those
shown in red are not shared between the two trees.
this bipartition as AB|CDE. The taxa in the bipartition are presented using alpha
ordering with the side which has the taxa with the smallest alpha numeric value
presented first. This is a convention used to prevent confusion. However, the order
of the taxa on a side, or the order in which the sides are presented, does not effect
the relationship represented by the bipartition. The relationship AB|CDE is also
found in Tree 2 and is marked in blue in both trees. The bipartitions b2 and b3 are
marked in red and are unique to their respective trees. Tree 1 is uniquely defined
by the bipartitions b1 and b2.
A bipartition generally refers to an internal edge and not those directly linking
a leaf node to the tree. While those edges can also be used to partition a tree,
they are most often referred to as trivial bipartitions. This is because even the
most uninformative star topology, such as the topology of Tree 3 in Figure 2.3,
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contains n trivial bipartitions. This is not to say these trivial bipartition never hold
useful information. In a weighted tree the branch lengths of the trivial bipartitions
are important. This means that any algorithm dealing with weighted trees must
also handle the trivial bipartitions. A fully bifurcating tree has n − 3 non-trivial
bipartition which uniquely define the structure of a tree, in addition to its n trivial
bipartitions.
2.2.3 Quartets
A phylogenetic tree can also be uniquely defined by its set of quartets [19]. A
quartet can be represented as an unrooted 4 taxa tree which defines the relationship
between those 4 taxa relative to an edge. If we were to prune all but 4 taxa from a
tree, then collapse any uninformative branches, we would be left with a single quartet.
A quartet is the smallest tree which contains information about the relatedness of
species. For this reason, quartets have garnered interest in the community as they
can be thought of as the most basic relational building blocks of a tree.
Figure 2.5 shows the five quartets that make up each tree. We can denote a
quartet in a similar manner to bipartitions. For instance, the relationship between the
taxa A,B,C, and D is defined as AB|CD in Tree 1 and as AC|BD in Tree 2. For any
set of four taxa, A,B,C, and D, there are four possible arrangements. The quartet
will either be AB|CD, AC|BD, AD|BC or ABCD, with the last arrangement being
the uninformative star topology. While there are n− 3 bipartitions in a binary tree,
there are
(
n
4
)
quartets. Each tree will have one of the possible arrangements for
each of the
(
n
4
)
quartets. In a binary tree, all the quartets will have one of the
three informative arrangements as the uninformative arrangement is only possible
in multifurcating trees. This means that a fully bifurcating tree contains 1/3 of all
possible quartet arrangements for its set of taxa.
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Quartets are computationally more challenging than bipartitions, but they have
interesting properties. For instance, if we are interested how similar two trees are,
we could count the number of bipartitions that they have in common. We would get
a number between 0 and n− 3 for bifurcating trees. If we were to instead count the
number of quartets that two trees have in common, our cap would be the
(
n
4
)
total
quartets. However, what is more interesting, is that floor for the value is not 0, at
least not for trees with more than 6 taxa.
Any two trees with at least 6 taxa in common will share at least one quartet,
and trees with more taxa in common will share more quartets. This can be seen by
observing the relationship between bipartitions and quartets. We can show that any
two bipartitions which split the same group of taxa into two groups of three or more
will have at least one quartet in common. Since every tree with 6 taxa will have a
bipartition that splits the taxa into two groups of three, all trees with 6 or more taxa
will have at least one quartet in common. We will demonstrate this effect with the
bipartition ABC|DEF .
We can think of all of the other bipartitions which split those 6 taxa into two
groups of three as falling into a handful of classes. They could be described as
swapping one taxa from each side over the edge, swapping two taxa, or swapping
all the taxa. Since the order of taxa in a bipartition does not matter, nor the order
in which the two sides are presented, swapping all of the taxa is equivalent to not
swapping any taxa at all. This leaves us with the cases where one or two taxa
are swapped. In our example, we can swap A for D to get AEF |DBC. Again
the symmetric nature of the bipartition effects the results, and swapping A for D is
equivalent to swapping B and C for E and F . In terms of quartets, the most different
a bipartition can be from another bipartition is when half of the taxa are swapped
over the edge. However, in cases where there are at least three taxa on each side of
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the edge, it is impossible not to preserve at least one quartet, no matter the number
of swapping operations performed. For instance, in our example both ABC|DEF
and AEF |DBC contain the quartet BC|EF . This effect has a major impact of the
minimum value for how many quartets two trees must have in common. All trees
with more than 6 taxa in common have at least one shared quartet, and those with
more taxa in common will have more shared quartets.
2.2.4 Unified edge based relationships
Bipartitions and quartets are related. Since every bipartition defines an edge in
a tree, we can think of that bipartition as defining some number of quartets. A
bipartition of size L|R where L is the number of taxa on one side of the edge and R
is the number of taxa on the other defines
(
L
2
)
×
(
R
2
)
quartets. In this way, we can
think of a bipartition as a compressed format for representing quartets. However,
while each bipartition may represent multiple quartets, there is no guarantee that a
quartet will not be represented in more than one of a tree’s bipartitions.
Figure 2.6: Bipartitions and quartets are relationships which define how taxa are
placed in a tree relative to an edge. Bipartitions define the positions of all taxa, and
quartets define the position of 4 taxa in a tree.
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If we think of bipartitions as a collection of quartets over a single edge in a
tree, we can draw a bipartition as a subtree much in the same way we graphically
represent a quartet. A drawing is shown in Figure 2.6. From this figure, it is easy to
imagine that quartets and bipartitions exist at the opposite ends of a spectrum of edge
based relationships. A quartet defines the relationship between the minimum number
of informative taxa relative to an edge, and a bipartition defines the relationship
between all taxa in the tree relative to an edge.
We can fill in the spectrum by considering the relation between 5, 6, 7...n−1 taxa
over an edge. These K-tets, or partial bipartitions, may provide us with the tools
to look at different aspects of tree structure in new and interesting ways. TreeHouse
provides the ability to query sets of trees using any of these edge based relationships.
Figure 2.7: Two trees where the second tree is a clone of the first but with Taxon A
and Taxon G swapped.
Bipartitions provide a good representation for storing and searching trees. How-
ever, when the task is to compare two or more trees, bipartition based measures are
often criticized. Figure 2.7 shows two trees. The second tree is a clone of the first
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with the positions of taxa A and G swapped. These two trees have no bipartitions
in common, though much of their structure is similar. The similarity is not reflected
when comparing bipartitions because bipartitions define the relationship between all
taxa over an edge. The swapped taxa in our example come for opposite ends of the
tree, and they are swapped over all the edges in the tree.
Quartets are more robust to detecting the similarity in these types of situations.
The trees in Figure 2.7 have five of the 35 possible quartets in common. Computing
the similarity of the trees based on quartets allows for the similar structure between
groups of four taxa to be measured. That robustness comes at a computational cost
as compared to bipartitions. When measuring quartet similarity on two trees with
seven taxa we must check 35 relationships, yet there are only four bipartitions to
consider.
Relationship Common Total
Quartet 5 35
5-tet 2 42
6-tet 0 21
Bipartition 0 4
Table 2.1: The edge based relationships in common between the two trees in Fig-
ure 2.7 and the total number of edge based relationships which could be in common
for two trees with seven taxa.
K-tets span the gap between bipartitions and quartets. They allow the user
to detect different levels of structural similarity as the computational difficulty is
varied. This gradation is shown in Table 2.1. The trade off between the sensitivity
of a relationship and its complexity is not linear. We can see from the table that
the relationship that requires the greatest number of comparisons for a tree with
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seven taxa is actually the 5-tet. This makes sense when we consider Equation 2.1
which defines r as the number of relationships of size k for a tree with n taxa. The
relationship with the maximum complexity, in terms of edges to consider, is related
to the number of taxa in the trees. For instance, for 10 taxa trees the K-tet with the
most edges to consider is the 6-tet.
r =
(
n
k
)
× (k − 3) (2.1)
It is also worth noting that while comparing the trees in Figure 2.7 in terms
of 6-tets is more robust than comparing the trees in terms of bipartitions, neither
relationship can detect any similarity between the two trees. Since two taxa are out
of position in the trees, similarity will only be detected in relationships computed on
groups of five or fewer taxa.
2.3 Inferring phylogenies
Creating accurate phylogenetic trees is important but also difficult. This task is
often formulated as an NP-hard optimization problem on a solution space with (2n−
3)!! possible rooted trees, where n is the number of taxa considered in the analysis.
Due to the inherent difficultly of producing an accurate phylogeny, biologists have
used heuristic search algorithms to navigate the solution space of possible trees, score
them, and return the best results. There are three major methods for evaluating
phylogenies.
2.3.1 Maximum parsimony
The simplest method to score tree is maximum parsimony. In this method, the
preferred tree is the one that requires the least evolutionary change to explain the
sequence alignment. The input data to a maximum parsimony analysis is a set
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of characters for each taxon. Each character can have one of many states. These
characters are often genetic sequences, however a character could be any heritable
variation, such as the presence of hair or a tail. Each character can have one of
many states, for instance, in sequence data a character could be an A, T, C, or G.
Computing the parsimony score of a tree involves inferring the character states of the
internal nodes such that they minimize the number of changes of each state in the
tree. The parsimony score is the minimum total number of state changes required
to explain the relationships between the taxa in the tree. Lower scores are more
parsimonious and considered better trees by the phylogenetic inference algorithms.
The common software packages [24, 64, 94] for solving the maximum parsimony
problem are based on hill-climbing heuristics. These methods use a starting tree
which is either random, user provided, or computed via a distance method. The
algorithms then rearrange branches to reach neighboring trees. Each neighboring
tree is scored. If a rearrangement yields a better scoring tree, it becomes the starting
point for another set of rearrangements. The process continues until no better tree
can be found. Parsimony analysis scores trees based on the number of character
state changes and can often have multiple topologies with the same score. In these
cases multiple trees are returned.
2.3.2 Maximum likelihood
Like maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood is an optimality criterion. How-
ever, maximum likelihood is a parametric statistical method and employs a model
of evolution as part of its scoring function. This method is thought to be more pow-
erful so long as the model of evolution used is a reasonable approximation of how
the data was actually created. Since it is difficult to calculate the probability that
a given tree is the best tree, maximum likelihood instead computes the probability
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of the sequence data given a tree and a model of evolution. This is useful since the
probability of the sequence data given a tree is the likelihood of the tree given the
data. Therefore, the tree with the highest probability of producing the sequence data
based on the model of evolution is considered to be the most likely tree. Heuristic
algorithms that compute maximum likelihood function much the same way as those
which compute maximum parsimony. Both classes of algorithms navigate tree space
by rearranging branches on the current tree and scoring its neighbors. However,
computing the likelihood of a tree is a much more computationally intensive process,
and they require longer run times than parsimony analyses to score the same number
of trees.
2.3.3 Bayesian inference
Bayesian inference refers to the use of a prior probability distribution to determine
the posterior probability of a particular hypothesis, given the observed evidence.
Bayesian inference is similar to the other described methods in how tree space is
navigated. It is also deeply tied to maximum likelihood in that both methods require
computing the maximum likelihood of the trees visited by the inference algorithm.
While a maximum likelihood analysis seeks to return a single most likely tree, a
Bayesian inference analysis returns a posterior distribution of trees. The posterior
probability distribution is often summarized as a single tree, and the frequencies
in which the relationship appeared in the posterior distribution is represented as
support values on the trees branches.
2.4 Sets of phylogenies
Maximum likelihood based methods often return a single best tree, but parsimony
and Bayesian methods often return sets of trees. Since the scoring function in a
parsimony analysis is defined as integer values, it is not uncommon for multiple
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trees to share the same best score. The goal of Bayesian analysis is to sample the
parameter space and return a set of trees. Tens to hundreds of thousands of trees
can result from a single Bayesian analysis. Even in the case of maximum likelihood
analyses, which return a single most likely tree, support values are often produced
by running the analysis multiple times while sampling the input sequence alignment
for each run. So, while biologists would like a single hypothesis of the evolutionary
relationships between the taxa of interest, they are often presented with sets of trees.
These sets of trees are often reconciled and a single tree is published.
Published trees can be deposited into on-line databases such as TreeBASE [61]
or Dryad [101]. Theses repositories allow other researchers to access previously pub-
lished work. The tree sets that result from phylogenetic analysis are fairly different
than the tree sets held by these online repositories. All of the trees resulting from an
analysis tend to be taxa homogeneous with each tree covering the same set of taxa.
This is very different from the trees in TreeBASE which are taxa heterogeneous and
two trees from TreeBASE might not have any taxa in common.
Taxa homogeneous and heterogeneous trees pose some similar questions. Re-
searchers may want to know if trees in the set contain a certain relationship, they
may want to quantify the difference or similarity between trees, and they may want
to summarize trees as a single structure. While there are often similar problems the
methods for solving those problems can be very different. For instance researchers
wishing to summarize a set of taxa homogeneous trees can use a consensus method
where as a super tree method may be more appropriate for a taxa heterogeneous tree
set.
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2.4.1 Storing sets of phylogenies
TreeZip [55] provides an efficient compression algorithm for storing sets of phylo-
genetic trees. The method used by TreeZip decomposes and stores trees as a set of
bipartitions providing a single representation for a set of trees. This is a significant
advance over the Newick format. TreeZip also leverages shared bipartition among
trees to reduce the size of the file. The more shared bipartitions in the set of trees,
the more benefit from compression. This makes TreeZip an outstanding platform for
storing the trees resulting from phylogenetic analyses, as trees produced in this way
often have a high degree of bipartition similarity.
With storage comes the need for retrieval. While it is possible to compress and
decompress whole sets of trees, the methods we are proposing allow the user to
conduct searches on the compressed tree set which return only the trees that match
the search criteria. TreeHouse acts as a front end for the TreeZip file allowing the
user to search, filter, and analyze their trees from a single user interface.
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3. RELATED WORK
3.1 TreeHouse as a platform for querying trees
Current research on searching sets of trees has focused on taxonomically diverse
datasets such as the trees stored in TreeBASE[61] and an overview of the field is
presented in Table 3.1. The fundamental query over a set such as this is to find
the trees which contain certain taxa. This is not a trivial task given that the same
organism may appear in the database multiple times under different names [71].
Software packages such as TBMap [70], PhyloFinder [12], and PhyloExplorer [77]
have been built to help address this need. Search methods that consider tree structure
have also been explored. The previous work on structural searching all follows a
similar pattern. Each algorithm computes some measure of similarity between the
query tree and the database trees and returns the trees closest to the query subtree
based on this measure.
ATreeGrep[82] measures the similarity between the query and database trees and
returns the trees within a certain distance threshold. In this method each tree is
decomposed into paths such that there exists a path between each node and each
other node. Paths are then compared between the query tree and the data base
trees. ATreeGrep stores trees as a suffix array of their paths. This can be thought of
as a alphabetically sorted array with pointers to each letter. This allows searches for
specific paths to be done with a binary search for quicker comparisons. SearchTree[17]
builds off of the suffix array and path based distance measure of ATreeGrep but allows
users to input the query relationship as a visual dendrogram.
A similar method for searching is used in TreeRank[103]. TreeRank scores the
similarity between an input tree and each tree in the database. Similarity between
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Search Functions
Project Year Taxa
Name
Resolu-
tion
Taxa Subtree Bipart Quartet
ATreeGrep[82] 2002
√
TreeRank[103] 2003
√
TBMap[70] 2007
√
PhyloFinder[12] 2008
√ √ √
PhyQL[33] 2008
√ √
PhyloExplorer[77] 2009
√ √
TreeHouse 2014
√ √ √ √
Table 3.1: Previous work on querying sets of trees.
two trees is based on the number of topological relationships that the two trees have
in common. When a search is performed with TreeRank the query tree is scored
against each tree in the database and the best scoring trees are returned in the
order of their similarity. Scoring in TreeRank is based around an up down matrix
representation of each tree. The matrix represents the number of moves up and down
a tree to get from each leaf node to each other leaf node. The distance between two
trees is computed based on the difference in their up down matrices. This work has
been extended to support weighted branches[102]. ATreeGrep and TreeRank have
been implemented as part of TreeBASE.
The search algorithm in PhyQL [33] measures tree similarity based on least com-
mon ancestors, and PhyloFinder uses two similarity measures, one based on the
Robinson-Foulds (RF) distance [78] and the other based on least common ancestors.
In all cases trees that are judged to be close to the input tree are returned. Each of
these methods use the subtree model as the basis for inputing query relationships.
While we’ve not been able to test every previous software package due to software
being unavailable, those that we’ve tested are limited in query size. TreeHouse does
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not limit the size of queries.
Nakhleh et al [63] proposed a database representation of phylogenetic trees which
would include the edge relationships between nodes. This idea was implemented as
an Oracle database. In these experiments the database queries were issued to find
the least common ancestor of two nodes, the minimum spanning clade for a set of
nodes, and to find the path length between two nodes. One detractor from their work
is the large memory requirement of their database implementation. The way they
stored the edge relationships of the trees was significantly larger than just storing
the trees in Newick format. In fact, their database representation was up to 7 times
larger than storing the trees in a plain Newick file. One benefit of TreeHouse is that
it uses the TreeZip[56] representation for storing trees which is often much smaller
than storing the same trees in Newick format.
3.2 TreeHouse as a platform for analysis
Most of the work in searching sets of trees has been done from an online database
prospective. TreeHouse is not intended to be a database search solution for phy-
logenetic trees. For TreeHouse, search is intended to be one of the steps in the
analysis of the set of trees. Algorithms which allow users to determine the similarity
between trees, summarize sets of trees, and detect anomalies in their data sets are
key features. In this way, TreeHouse may be most aptly compared with projects
like BioPython [13], BioPerl [87], BioRuby [25] and the phylogenetic extensions to
R [96, 44, 8]. Each of these projects provide a platform for analysis where data can
be manipulated in a variety of ways. These projects, and TreeHouse, allow the user
to experiment with and explore their data within a unified framework. There is a
community component to the development of these projects. As the code is used
and tested it is iterated upon by the community. TreeHouse is still a newer project
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but contains code contributes from eight individuals including including five differ-
ent undergraduate researchers, one of whom opted to work with the TreeHouse code
base as the foundation for his senior thesis.
BioPython, BioPerl, BioRuby and the phylogenetic packages for R were built as
extensions to existing languages. This is a fundamentally different design approach
than what was taken with TreeHouse. TreeHouse was built from the ground up
with a distinct model of phylogenetic representation in mind. This choice somewhat
limits the scope of TreeHouse compared to BioPython. TreeHouse does not handle
sequences, alignments, model testing, or tree inference. Instead TreeHouse focuses
on problems relating to the structure of trees. This decision allows TreeHouse to use
specialized data structures and algorithms optimized for this type of work.
The concepts at the root of TreeHouse build on the work of Seung-Jin Sul and
Suzanne Matthews with HashCS [93], HashRF [92], HashRF(p, q) [90], MrsRF [56],
and TreeZip [55]. The way that these algorithms parse phylogenetic trees into sets
of bipartitions fundamental informs the work in TreeHouse. TreeHouse utilizes the
TreeZip format as the input format to load trees into the system. While Tree-
House implements some distance and consensus measures similar to those in Sul
and Matthew’s work the algorithms in TreeHouse are not meant to compete with
those in terms of speed. Distance and consensus algorithms are in TreeHouse to
enable further analysis and exploration of phylogenetic data. When speed is the
primary consideration, TreeHouse provides mechanisms to call faster algorithms and
implementations such as those in Phlash and QuickQuartet.
Due to the broad scope of the analysis algorithms within TreeHouse it would
be cumbersome to present all of the related work for each algorithm in this section.
Instead, the related work for individual analysis algorithms will be presented as those
algorithms are presented.
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4. TREEHOUSE: A COMPUTATIONAL PLATFORM
TreeHouse is a computational platform which allows users to interact with sets
of phylogenetic trees. The modes of interaction can be grouped into two major
categories. The first are mechanisms for querying a set of trees. This is shown at
the center of the set of algorithms in Figure 4.1. Query algorithms are useful in their
own right as methods for exploring a set of trees, but the results of a query can serve
as the input for further analysis. In this way, the query algorithms in TreeHouse
can be seen as filters for the data sets. Set operations allow multiple queries to be
combined allowing further refinement in selecting trees for further analysis.
Once a set of trees is selected through querying, the trees can be analyzed. Tree-
House supports many methods for analysis including some novel methods. The most
common thing to do with a set of trees is to run them through a consensus algorithm.
These algorithms take the relationships common to a set of trees and combine them
into a single tree. TreeHouse has a few different algorithms for this computation.
Users can also compute the similarity or difference between trees using one of Tree-
House’s distance measures. Other algorithms are unique to my work. For instance,
TreeHouse allows the user to compute the information gain of each relationship for
sets of trees. This involves computing the how common a relationship is within and
between sets of trees and provides a value for how distinct a relationship is to a set
of trees. Each of these analyses can provide the user with information about their
data and stand on their own as analysis functions. But, the beauty of TreeHouse lies
in combining functions in a way that was not previously possible. These algorithms
have become the building blocks for multiple step analyses. Distance functions have
been used to implement clustering algorithms and measures of cluster quality. For
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Figure 4.1: A graphical representation of the algorithms within TreeHouse.
instance, the novel support measure p-support is implemented from these building
blocks.
This document does not intend to provide an in depth explanation of every al-
gorithm implemented in TreeHouse. TreeHouse currently has over 100 functions.
Some, such as consensus, are common to the field. Others such as distinguishing
bipartitions, p-support, and the query functions are unique to my work. More time
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will be spent on these novel functions. Yet, I hope to provide enough breadth that
the power of TreeHouse comes through.
One goal of TreeHouse was to unite query and analysis algorithms under a single
user interface. The seamless interaction between fast filtering and analysis algorithms
allows users to the explore their data in a way not easily accomplished elsewhere.
Once the initial algorithms were developed we saw the need to provide an interactive
environment as robust as the algorithms it provides access to. Having built the
underlying search algorithms in C++ which does not provide an interpreter, we
chose to build one. This decision led to the creation of a system which provides users
with multiple ways to interact with sets of trees.
4.1 The architecture of TreeHouse
Figure 4.2: A graphical representation of the TreeHouse system architecture.
A graphical layout of the code base for TreeHouse is presented in Figure 4.2.
TreeHouse is laid out in a few major sections. The first section to activate when the
program is loaded is the TreeZip file parser. When TreeHouse is executed it requires
an input TreeZip file which it decompresses, parses, and loads into memory. These
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are the trees which will be queried or analyzed. Once the trees are loaded, the system
is ready to start processing user input commands. Users are able to either execute
a batch script with commands in it or interact with the system via a command line
interface. Each command is terminated by a new line character and is processed one
at a time. The interpreter determines the type of command and passes the input to
different functions depending on the content. Some commands, such as the union of
two sets of trees, are handled within the parser. Other commands, such as queries
over the set of trees, require additional logic. For many commands, error checking
also occurs at this part of the process. Function and variable names are checked and
resolved against their respective symbol tables. Any command using a set of trees
or a taxon identifier goes through extra error and validation as those two data types
behave slightly different than the others in the system. When a function is called,
the parameters are passed to a function pointer for a wrapper function.
Every user facing function in the system has a wrapper function. This function
contains the logic which handles type checking and overloaded function resolution. If
the parameters passed to the function are a legal function call, algorithm is run, else
an error is returned. Many of the algorithms in TreeHouse interact with a common
core set of data structures. These data structures contain the data which is loaded
from the TreeZip file and will be discussed at length in the next section. Once the
algorithm has completed, its result is returned to the command line, or, when in
batch mode, written to a file. The system is then ready to parse and handle the next
line of input.
A benefit to this system design is that it allows developers to rapidly prototype
and add functions to the system. All a developer has to do is implement their
functions in the TreeHouse code base and create a wrapper for any functions that
they want to allow users to call. In many ways developing new set of functions in
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TreeHouse is similar to defining a library of functions. Since parsing and interaction
are handled by the system the developer just has to write their algorithm and provide
the interface, or wrapper function in TreeHouse, for how the algorithm should be
called.
The TreeHouse interpreter has been developed concurrently with our querying
and analysis algorithms. Advances in our algorithmic techniques have led to the
implementation of language features which have allowed TreeHouse to transition
from a search engine to an analysis platform. In the initial prototype, which was
solely a search engine, the only input data type was taxa names and the only output
was tree identifiers. TreeHouse quickly outgrew those limitations and required a
more robust language for interaction.
4.2 PQL: a language for interacting with phylogenetic trees
At the core of the TreeHouse interpreter is our Phylogenetic Query Language,
or PQL, which defines the way a user can interact with the system. Our language
is specified by a context-free grammar which is expressed in Extended BackusNaur
Form (EBNF). ANTLR [72], an LL(*) parser generator, is used to processes the
grammar and produce a C target recognizer for the language. Blocks of C++ code
are attached to each element in the grammar and provide instructions for each rec-
ognized command. The grammar combined with these instructions allows ANTLR
to produce an interpretor for the PQL language. TreeHouse provides the interface
to that interpreter through an interactive command line interface and a batch mode.
ANTLR was chosen for its power and flexibility. Its parsers are used by major
software products such as Twitter, Hadoop and NetBeans. Its LL(*) method for
generating parsers allows for grammars to be defined in a more natural manner than
most parser generators while still providing important debugging information which
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is often missing from GLR and PEG parser generators.
Figure 4.3: A graphical representation of the PQL parser.
The PQL language was modeled after a simplified version of the C language.
There are many similar constructs and data types. Figure 4.3 shows a graphical
representation of the PQL parser and lexer. The full definition of both the parser
and the lexer can be found in Appendix B. The symbols in all capital letters are
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tokens produced by the lexer, all other symbols represent parser rules. Variables,
integers, characters, floats, and strings are supported by the language. To handle
groups of data we have indexable lists which act much like the vectors in C++. Lists
in PQL can hold any of the primitive data types and are also able to be nested in
one another. Lists are restricted such that each item in the list must be of the same
type. Lists are defined as a comma separated series of items enclosed in square braces.
There are also features to PQL that are different from other C inspired languages
and beyond the primary data types which are common to many languages, PQL has
two data types specifically set up for handling trees. These are the tree and taxon
identifiers.
The trees loaded into the system are represented by their integer value tree iden-
tifiers. Each tree is given an identifier based on the order they are loaded into
TreeHouse. A set of trees is defined as comma separated series of tree identifiers
enclosed in curly braces. Sets of trees are limited to containing only references to
trees that are loaded into the system. Users may reference sets of contiguous trees
using by using the range operator which is two periods placed between the starting
and ending integer values of the range. For instance, 0..100 references the inclusive
set of trees from 0 to 100. When a user declares a tree set the values in the tree set
are bounds checked. Any negative values and any values greater than the maximum
number of trees in the system are removed. When these sets of tree identifiers are
passed into TreeHouse functions they are expanded and processed as trees.
Taxa names are handled as a special case of strings. While standard strings
are case sensitive and mutable, taxa names are processed as case insensitive and
immutable. Each string is case insensitively checked against a symbol table as it
is parsed to determine if the string should be treated as a taxon identifier or a
regular string. Taxon identifiers can also be linked with other information beyond
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the taxon’s name. Optionally, the user can load additional data into the system. This
information could be the full taxonomic classification for a taxon or even information
about certain traits the taxon has.
Users are not able to extend PQL by defining new data types at runtime. Ex-
tending the language to handle more data types would require modifications to the
grammar. Given the limited number of data types in PQL, we’ve chosen to make
the implementation of language dynamically typed. We feel that dynamically typed
languages often have a lower barrier to entry for those who are less familiar with
computer programming.
Function calls in TreeHouse look much like the function calls in C and other
C like languages. The postfix expression rule in the grammar detects a function
identifier and a pair of parentheses which may or may not enclose an argument list.
These command names are checked against the TreeHouse function symbol table to
identify whether or not the user input a legal function. An example of the parse tree
resulting from a simple consensus command is shown in Figure 4.4. The depth and
repetitiveness of the tree is due to the fact that as that rules are checked in terms
of priority. If a match is found the rule is used. If there is not a match, the input is
passed to the next rule until a match is found or the input is deemed not to match
any rules.
The fundamental operations when working with sets of trees are set union(+),
set intersection(∧), set difference(−). We have also implemented a not(!) operator
which functions as a set difference against the loaded set of trees. Using these
operators, users can combine the results of multiple queries to create arbitrarily
complex commands. In TreeHouse each of these operators were given their own rule
in the grammar in order to enforce the desired order of operations. The order of
priority from greatest to least is intersection, union, difference, and then not. The
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Figure 4.4: A graphical representation of a the parse tree for a single consensus
command in TreeHouse.
weakest operator is the assignment operator(=).
PQL is not intended to be a general purpose programming language, it is meant
to be a domain specific language for interacting with sets of trees. Since this language
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is meant to provide a relatively simple interface between a researcher and their phy-
logenetic data, users are not able to define new functions at run time. This does not
mean that TreeHouse is not extensible. New functions may be added to the system,
but they are written in C++ and require TreeHouse to be recompiled for them to
executed. Care has been taken to separate the functions of the interpreter from the
analysis and query algorithms. Users developing for TreeHouse can implement new
features without touching the grammar.
4.3 Bit string representation of clades
Sets of trees loaded into TreeHouse are in the TreeZip format. They have been
traversed with a depth first search which collects each tree’s clades and stores them
in a compressed format. The clades that make up Tree T12 are shown in Figure 4.5.
TreeHouse decompresses the clades and converts them into a special format for stor-
age. Within the TreeHouse data structures each unique clade functions as a key.
This requires that each clade has a unique representation within the system. While
a user searches for a clade by using a textual representation, TreeHouse stores each
clade as a bit string. Each bit string is the length of the number of taxa in the data
set with each taxa being assigned an index in the bit string. An example of one such
ordering is shown in Table 4.1. Here each taxon in the set is assigned a position in
the bit string based on alphanumerical order. To create a bit string representing a
clade, the bits corresponding to the taxa in the clade set to a value of one. All other
bits in the string are set to zero. The bit strings associated with the four clades
shown in Figure 4.5 are given in Table 4.1.
Bit strings encodings are relative to the rooting of the tree. Two trees with the
same unrooted topology, and therefore the same bipartitions, could be rooted such
that they have different clades. Furthermore a single bipartition could be represented
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Figure 4.5: This figure shows the four clades that make up Tree T12.
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Index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C1 Value 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
C2 Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
C3 Value 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
C4 Value 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
Table 4.1: This table shows the bit string indices for each of the eight taxa in the
data set. Also show are the bit string encoding for each of the four clades shown in
Figure 4.5
in TreeHouse by two different clades. For instance, Figure 4.6 shows two different
trees which each contain the same bipartition. Each tree has the [Lion, Leopard,
Jaguar | Tiger, S. Leopard, C. Leopard] bipartition. The nodes defining the clades
that represent this bipartition are marked with a red dot in the two trees. While
they both have the same bipartition, the clades made up of the descendants of the
marked node are inverse of one another. Since two trees with the same bipartition
can have different clades it is important to have multiple tools for querying sets of
trees. This way edge based queries can be used if the user wants to find a relationship
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regardless of the root and clades can be used when the position of the root matters
to the user.
Figure 4.6: Two trees, each containing the relationship [Lion, Leopard, Jaguar |
Tiger, S. Leopard, C. Leopard] are shown. The node marked in red is used to
compute the encoding for the relationship. The taxa which are descendants of the
node are labeled as ones and all other taxa are labeled as zeros.
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5. SEARCHING SETS OF TREES
5.1 Motivation
Search algorithms are a fundamental in computer science and have seen some
use in phylogenetics. Within phylogenetics, the main focus for search algorithms
has been to answer the question, “Which trees contain a certain set of taxa?” This
especially important when searching a large taxonomically diverse database such as
TreeBASE. What has been less studied is how to answer, “Which trees contain a
certain relationship between taxa?” This question is very important when we are
dealing with the tens of thousands of trees that have been returned by a Bayesian
analysis. In this case, we know that all the trees in the set contain the same set
of taxa. What differentiates the trees is their structure. Providing answers to this
question can help biologist better understand the data that supports their published
phylogenetic trees.
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Figure 5.1: A graphical representation of the BST for the Panthera data set.
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To address the need for structural searching for phylogenetic trees, we have de-
veloped a suite of search algorithms which are implemented in TreeHouse. These
algorithms provide novel ways to search sets of trees based on their structure. The
fundamental search structure in TreeHouse is a binary search tree where the keys
are unique clade identifiers and the values are the sets of trees which contain the
key clade. This binary search tree is implemented as a red-black tree due to the self
balancing characteristics.
Index Size Clade Trees
0 2* 00000011 3, 8, 11, 13
1 2 00000110 11
2 2 00001010 9
3 2 00001100 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 13
4 2 00010001 6
5 2 00010100 10
6 2 00100001 2
7 2 00100010 4
8 3* 00001110 10, 12
9 3 00010101 6
10 3 00011100 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13
11 3 01000011 8
12 4* 00011101 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6
13 4 00011110 2, 10, 12
14 4 11000011 8
15 5* 00011111 0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
Table 5.1: The in-order traversal of the binary search tree for the example data set
represented as a table with the first clade of each size marked.
Along with its use as a search tree the data structure does double duty as an
ordered list of clades. To better explain the different algorithms that use the search
structure and how they work, two visual representations of the binary search tree
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are provided in this document. The first as a tree in Figure 5.1 and the second as a
table in Table 5.1. This is done solely for clarity of documentation as they are both
referring to a single structure in TreeHouse. In Figure 5.1 the clade keys and their
position in an in-order traversal are shown. These positions are the same as those
shown in Table 5.1. The table also shows the tree identifiers which are associated
with each clade. Since the structure is used in these two primary ways it will be
referred to as BST+T which is short for “binary search tree and table.”
5.2 Size of the BST+T
The size of the search structure is dictated by three variables of the trees which are
loaded into TreeHouse. The length of the keys in the search structure is determined
by the number of total taxa t in the set. The number of keys in the search structure
is determined by the number of unique clades in the set of trees. The maximum
possible number of clades is on the order of 2t. This has the potential to be a very
large number for even a small amount of taxa, but in practice the number of unique
clades in a data set is much smaller. There are practical and biological reasons
why the number of unique clades do not grow at this rate. Each clade represents a
biological relationship between species, and all biological relationships are not equally
supported.
To illustrate this point, we can use [Human, Flounder, Parakeet, and Chimpanzee]
as the set of organisms for a group of phylogenetic trees. In such such a data set
it would be possible for any combination of those organisms to make up a clade,
however, if we examine the three possible clades which contain human and one other
taxa, [Human, Flounder], [Human, Parakeet], and [Human, Chimpanzee], one of the
clades should jump out as far more likely than the other two. This is an extreme case
where the [Human, Chimpanzee] relationship was designed to be far more likely than
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the other options. While, trees could contain the [Human, Flounder] clade instead,
the significance of those trees may be called into question.
Data set 1 Data set 2 Data set 3 Data set 4
Taxa 150 567 950 950
Trees 20,000 33,306 100 200
Unique Clades 1168 2444 5582 9668
Compressed lines 126 522 504 555
Total Tree Ids 2,940,000 18,784,584 70,197 157,437
Stored Tree ids 911,129 3,674,140 38,369 87,055
Table 5.2: Information about the size of the search structure for 4 data sets.
Practically, TreeHouse does not expect to see data where all of the trees in a set
agree on every relationship, but random relationships, while providing the theoretical
maximum size of for the number of keys, are not a good model for the types of data
that biologists work with. Each data set that has been analyzed with TreeHouse has
a certain degree of relationship sharing between trees in the set. For instance, Data
set #2 from Table 5.2 has 567 taxa and 33,306 trees. The total number of clades
possible for a set of taxa this size is about 4.8×10170. This number is far larger than
the total number of clades which can be represented by the 33,306 trees in the data
set. At most each tree could contain 565 clades assuming each tree was binary which
puts the maximum possible number of clades represented at 18,817,890 clades. In
order for that to translate into 18,817,890 distinct keys in the data structure each of
those clades would have to uniquely appear in a single tree. This would mean that
no relationships in the data set would be supported by more than a single tree, which
would make it a data set of questionable use. What we actually see when we examine
this data set is that there are 2,444 unique entries in the search table. There is a
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high degree of sharing of clades between the trees, or to put it another way, there are
clades in this data set with a high degree of support. Similar patterns appear when
looking at other data sets. While we can not provide an exact definition of an upper
bound for the number of keys in the system based on the biological and practical
considerations, we observed the size of the search structure to be quite reasonable
for the data we’ve analyzed.
The final variable in the size of the search structure is defined by the number of
trees in the system. The value linked to each clade in the search structure needs
to represent the set of tree identifiers for the trees which contain that clade. This
means that for the 33,306 trees in Data Set #2 18,817,890 tree identifiers need to be
represented. To limit the amount of memory required for this task some compression
is used. For each entry there is a compression bit which denotes if the stored tree
identifiers are the tree which have the clade or the trees which do not have the clade.
The smaller of the two is used and stored. This means that if every tree has a clade
the compression bit would be set to one and an empty set is stored. The effectiveness
of this method of compression is dependent on the features of the tree set. The more
sharing between trees the more effective the compression is. For a data set which no
clade is shared by more than 50% of the trees there would be no compression. The
sharing of relationships between trees which allows for a small number of key entries
also allows for the this compression scheme to be effective.
Table 5.3 shows how the example data set would be stored. The “Comp” column
represents the compression bit and is set to one where compression is used. The
“stored size” column shows the set of the set of trees which is stored to represent the
trees in the “Trees” column. For this data set compression is only used on for two
clades. The clade at index 10 is shared among 9 trees so the inverse can be stored
for a space savings of 4 tree identifiers. The clade at index 15 is shared by 11 trees
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and can be stored with only 3 for a space savings of 8 tree identifiers. Data sets with
more sharing between trees will have a higher percentage of compression.
Index Clade Comp Stored size Trees
0 00000011 0 4 3, 8, 11, 13
1 00000110 0 1 11
2 00001010 0 1 9
3 00001100 0 7 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 13
4 00010001 0 1 6
5 00010100 0 1 10
6 00100001 0 1 2
7 00100010 0 1 4
8 00001110 0 2 10, 12
9 00010101 0 1 6
10 00011100 1 5 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13
11 01000011 0 1 8
12 00011101 0 6 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6
13 00011110 0 3 2, 10, 12
14 11000011 0 1 8
15 00011111 1 3 0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
Table 5.3: The in-order traversal of the binary search tree for the example data set
represented as a table with compression bit and compressed sizes shown.
5.3 Methods for searching
There are two primary methods for searching with the BST+T. The first nav-
igates the BST+T as a BST and the second navigates it as if it was a linked list.
Searching for an exact clade is the prototypical example for the first group of queries
and the searching for a clade of unknown size serves the most basic example of the
second type of query.
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5.3.1 Clade queries
TreeHouse supports multiple methods for querying a set of trees. The first method
is a clade search. In this case the user is looking for the set of trees which contain
a specific clade. This type of search is looking for a single direct match between
the query input and a clade in the the BST+T. In TreeHouse, the query taxa are
converted to a bit string then that bit string is compared against the binary search
tree. If the query value is smaller than the value in the structure the left child is
visited, if it is larder the right child is visited, and if the two strings match a result
is returned. If a no match is made a childless node an empty set is returned as
it is determined that the result is not in the BST+T. This type of search requires
O(logUniqueClades) comparisons where UniqueClades is the number of keys in
search structure. The comparitor function for the BST+Thas been selected such
that bit strings with more ones are considered larger than bit strings with less ones.
If two bit strings have the same number of ones their relative position is decided by
their integer values.
As an example, a user could search for the clade [Lion, Leopard]. Using the bit
string indices in Table 4.1 the queried clade would be converted to the bit string
[00001100]. Starting at the root, which is marked as index 8 in Figure 5.2, the query
bit string is compared the bit string in the structure. The query bit string is smaller
than the bit string at the root and so the search proceeds to the left child which is
marked with a 4 in the figure. The query bit string is smaller than this clade as well
and again proceeds to the left child. The query bit string is larger than the clade and
so it proceeds to the right child where a match is found. This process required four
comparisons to find the match. Once a match is found the tree identifiers associated
with the clade are returned to the user. The tree identifiers are not shown in the
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figure, but are available in the table at index 3 and consist of trees [1,2,3,5,7,8,13].
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Figure 5.2: A graphical representation of the BST for the Panthera data set with
the nodes used in a search for the [Lion, Leopard] clade marked in pink.
5.3.2 Subtree queries
By combining multiple clade queries more advanced searches can be built. One
such example allows users to directly query a data set for the set of trees which
contain a subtree. Since all trees can be defined as their set of clades, TreeHouse can
take an query subtree as a Newick string and parse it into clades. Once these query
clades are parsed and encoded as bit strings, TreeHouse uses a series of clade search
operations to find subtree matches. The algorithm runs an independent clade search
for each of the query subtree clades and returns the set intersection of the results of
each search. The resulting trees are the ones that contained each of the clades in the
query subtree.
The look up time for each individual clade search is on the order of O(logUC)
time where UC is the number of keys in search structure. The number of searches
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required to return a solution is equal to the number of clades in the query subtree.
The results of of each search must be combined with intersection operations. The in-
tersection requires a number of comparisons relative to the number of tree identifiers
resulting from each search. With just two clades the set intersection would require
2 ∗ (treesInResult1 + treesInResult2) − 1 comparisons to combine the results of
each search.
For example, search( “(Jaguar, (Leopard, Lion));” ) is equivalent to the intersec-
tion of results from cladeSearch([Jaguar, Lion, Leopard]) and cladeSearch([Leopard,
Lion]). The search for the [Jaguar, Lion, Leopard] clade matches with the node
marked as 10 which requires three comparisons and returns a result set of [0, 1, 3, 5,
7, 8, 9, 11, 13]. The query for [Leopard, Lion] matches with the node marked 3 and
returns the set [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 13]. The results from each search are combined with
a set intersection operation resulting in [1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 13].
5.3.3 Variable size clade query
The next type of search is one where the query could match with multiple clades
in the BST+T. For instance a user could search for any clade containing the taxa
[Lion, Leopard, Snow Leopard]. This is more general than the previously discussed
clade search in that any clade containing the query taxa would be considered a
match. Any bit string where the indices relating to the query taxa are set to one
is considered a match and the taxa in other positions are ignored. This means that
there are 2t−qt possible clades that could be a match to the search, where t is the total
number of taxa in the set and qt is the number of taxa in the query. This is another
case within TreeHouse where the number of potential clades are often larger than
the number of clades which are seen in the data sets. It would be inefficient to run
to a separate search for each of the potential bit strings which could provide a match
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when there are more bit strings than there are entries in the the BST+T. To handle
a search where there could be many possible matches the BST+T is navigated with
an in-order traversal and each traversed node is checked for a match.
The BST+T contains certain optimization for the queries which rely on an in-
order traversal. One such optimization is in the choice of the comparator operation
used in building and traversing the BST+T. Bit string identifiers are not primarily
sorted by their lexicographical or integer values. Instead, each bit string is first sorted
by the number of ones that it contains. This allows the bit strings to be placed in
the BST+T such that an in-order traversal prints the clades from the smallest to
the largest, with clades integer value deciding the ordering between two clades of
the same size. Pointers to the first clade of each size are also attached to structure.
These pointers are used to allow the search algorithm to avoid checking parts of the
BST+T which could not possibly hold a matching clade.
For instance, a user could search for any clade containing the taxa [Lion, Leopard,
Jaguar, Tiger]. A matching clade must contain at least four taxa. Therefore Tree-
House uses the pointers to start the search at the first clade of size four, which is at
index 12 in Table 5.1. The search proceeds through the rest of the BST+T checking
each entry for a match, but the ordering of the clades and the use of pointers has
allowed the search to skip 12 of the 16 entries. This search matches with the entries
at indices 13, and 15 in the BST+T. The tree identifiers attached to each matching
clade are combined using set union operations and returned to the user as the result,
which for this search is all of the tree identifiers except the one for tree 8. So the
result would look like [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
The effectiveness of this range limiting optimization grows with the number of
taxa in the input query, but the growth rate is actually dependent on the topologies of
the phylogenies in the data set. To illustrate this point, we can consider two simplified
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data sets each with a single tree. These trees are shown in Figure 5.3. Each tree has
eight taxa but have very different tree shapes. The first tree which we will refer to
as Tree A, is balanced. Each internal node has the same number of children. The
second tree, which we will refer to as Tree B, is maximally unbalanced. They each
have the same number of clades, but the sizes of the clades are very different. Notice
that tree A has four clades of size two where as Tree B only has one clade of size two.
If a user searched for a clade with at least four taxa in it on a data set consisting of
Tree A only two clades would be considered. If a user made the same search on a
data set consisting only of Tree B, four clades would need to be considered.
For a completely balanced tree like Tree A, the relationship between the number
of taxa in the search and the amount of clades which can be skipped is related to the
depth of the tree. The exact number can be determined by the function 2ceil(log2(qt)).
For a completely unbalanced tree like Tree B, the optimization eliminates the need to
consider clades linearly with the number of searched taxa and the exact number can
be determined by the function qt−2. While these are extreme cases, they give an idea
of how the distribution of the clade sizes within a data set affect the optimization.
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Figure 5.3: An example of how the shape of a tree can impact the sizes of the clades
in the phylogeny.
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The other major optimization that effects the in-order traversal searches is al-
lowing the search to terminate early if all possible trees are already in the result set.
For instance, a query requesting all the trees that contain a clade containing [Lion,
Leopard] would start at index 0 and find matches at index 3, 8, 10, and 12. The
search would find matches at indices 13 and 15 as well, but after the match at index
12 all possible trees have been added to the set. Early termination in these cases
allows the search algorithm to save the work of unneeded comparisons but also the
associated with unnecessary matches. Had the search been allowed to continue to
find matches 14 tree identifiers would be unnecessarily added to the set.
5.3.4 K-tet queries
A K-tet is a broad way of defining an edge based relationship within phylogenies.
Two popular examples of edge based relationships are bipartitions and quartets. A
bipartition defines the position of each taxa relative to the an edge and a quartet
defines the position of four taxa relative to an edge. TreeHouse provides methods
for searching for K-tets of any size. Searching for K-tets is a bit more complicated
than searching for a clade and uses a modified version of the logic for an in-order
traversal clade search. This is because a K-tet can be represented by multiple clades
in the search structure. For a K-tet with qt query taxa there are 2 × 2t−qt possible
bit string encodings of clades that could represent the query.
A K-tet query is similar to running two variable size clade searches with one for
each set of taxa on either side of the edge. There are a few differences. The first
difference is in how a matching clade is determined. To find a clade that matches a
K-tet all of the taxa on one side of the edge must be set to ones and all of the taxa
on the other side of the edge must be set to zeros. Two bit strings are built, one
to represent a clade made of the taxa on each side of the edge. For example, if the
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query was for the K-tet [Lion, Leopard | C. Leopard, Jaguar], a bit string [00001100]
would be built to represent the possible [Lion, Leopard] clade and another bit string
[00110000] would be built to represent the possible [C. Leopard, Jaguar] clade. A
match is then determined by a series of bitwise operations. Let the first bit string be
called BS1, the second bit string be called BS2 and the entry in the BST+T which
they are compared against be called BSC .
A match between BS1 and the BSC then occurs when BS1&BSC == BS1 and
BS2&BSC == 0. If a match is not found between BS1 and the BSC a check it made
between BS2 and the BSC .
The optimization which uses pointers to reduce the amount of the BST+T which
needs to be traversed also functions slightly differently. Where as in the previous
example the algorithm was only concerned with a clade having enough ones to provide
a match, now a clade needs to have enough zeros to be a match as well. For instance
a K-tet query for the relationship [Jaguar, Leopard, Lion | C. Leopard, S. Leopard,
Tiger] could only match with entries in the search structure that have at least three
ones and three zeros. The requirement on the number of ones allows to search to
skip all of the clades of size two, meaning the search would start at index 8. The
requirement on the number of zeros allows the search to end earlier and stop after
checking index 14.
Another difference between clade queries and K-tet queries is that extra work
must be done to ensure the correct results on taxa heterogeneous data sets for K-tet
queries. This is because a zero in a bit string just means that the corresponding
taxa is not in the clade. That taxa might be on the other side of the edge which
defines the clade or it might not be in the tree at all. For instance, a query for the
K-tet [Tiger, S. Leopard | Jaguar, C.Leopard] would match with the clade [Tiger,
S. Leopard] at index 0. The trees with this clade include tree T8. However, tree T8
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does not have the C. Leopard at all. To ensure the the results are accurate a flag in
TreeHouse is set for heterogeneous data sets. When this flag is on extra work is done
before the results are returned. A search is run to find all the trees which contain all
of the taxa in the taxa in the query K-tet. The results of this search are combined
with the results of the ktet query with a set intersection to remove any false positives
that may be present. This is only done for edge based searches on heterogeneous
data sets.
5.3.5 Other search functions
TreeHouse also provides functionality to find trees with duplicate topology to an
input tree or to filter all the duplicate topologies from a set of trees. There is also
functionality to limit the results based on where a tree appears in the input file.
This feature is useful in situations where file position has meaning. For instance, the
results of a Bayesian search are often written to file in the order in which they are
produced. In this case, the feature could be used to exclude or explore the burn-in
trees which are the trees produced before the search converged upon the posterior
distribution.
TreeHouse also supports similarity based searches. In these searches a distance
function, such as the Robinson-Foulds distance, is selected at the trees most similar
to the query tree based on the selected distance are returned. These searches can be
useful to find which trees are most similar to a hypothesis of interest when none are
a direct match.
5.3.6 Combining queries with set operations
Set intersection is used behind the scenes as part of the subtree search function-
ality but it is also available directly to users to modify the results of their searches.
Along with set intersection, we’ve also implemented set union and set difference to
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allow users further control over their searches. There is also a “not” operator which
computes the set difference against all loaded trees. Using these operators, users can
combine multiple searches to create arbitrarily complex queries to fit their needs.
5.4 Comparison to other search structures
The BST+T in TreeHouse was selected as a trade off between running times
for queries where the exact clade is known and queries where multiple clades could
provide a match. A hashtable would have provided quicker results for searches where
an exact match is needed. The hashtable’s O(1) lookup time trumps the BST’s
O(log n) lookup time. However, since a hashtable is an unordered data structure
the optimization used in the variable size clade searches and K-tet searches to avoid
traversing unnecessary portions of the search structure would not have been possible.
Using a hashtable would have amplified the differences in the runtimes between the
two types of searches in TreeHouse. The exact searches which are already the fastest
would become faster and the slower searches which rely on a traversal of the search
structure would become even slower.
5.5 Experimental Results
The experiments use real data sets to illustrate the running time of the TreeHouse
search algorithms. All experiments were run on commodity hardware with an Intel
Core2 quad-core CPU with each core running at 2.50GHz. The machine has 4 gigs
of ram and the operating system is Ubuntu Linux 12.04 LTS.
5.5.1 Clade query
In TreeHouse a clade query is handled by navigating the BST+T as a BST. The
run time of this type of operation is determined by multiple variables. The first
variable is the number of unique clades in the data structure as that determines the
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depth of the BST+T. The second variable to consider is the number of taxa in the
data set as the length of the bit strings have an effect on how long it takes to process
a bit string comparison. The third important variable is the number of trees in the
data set. This value is only important for the running time of a successful search,
but can be very important as it often takes longer to allocate the memory to return
the solution than it does to run the search. We evaluate the impact of the number of
trees by running two experiments on the same data set. In the first set experiment we
compute the average run time for a successful search for different size queries. This
data can then be compared to a second set of experiments where the average time
for an unsuccessful search is computed over the same query sizes. Since TreeHouse
is quite fast the values are computed by running multiple searches sequentially then
dividing the total time by the number of searches run.
Clade queries are some of the fastest queries in TreeHouse. This is for two reasons.
There is a limited number of comparisons required to get to a match. Since the
algorithm traverses the BST+T like a binary search tree the majority of the clades
are not required to be tested in any single query. The second reasons is that only a
single match with in the structure is possible. This is especially important for data
sets with many trees. Successful queries must allocate memory for the results to be
returned to the user. The more trees which have to be returned the longer the search
will take. The effect of the number of trees can be seen in Figure 5.4. This plot shows
the average time it take to compute queries of different sizes on a data set with 567
taxa and 33,306 trees. The first thing to note is that all of the searches no matter if
they were successful or unsuccessful and regardless of the size only take a fraction of
a second. Unsuccessful and successful searches require the same amount of work up
until the point where a match is or is not found. When a match is found, results are
returned. The differences in run times shown in the plot are completely due to the
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time it takes to return the results to the user. This is why the unsuccessful searches
are practically flat relative to the number of taxa in the query. The size of the query
has a very small impact on the number of comparisons that are done and how long
those comparisons take to compute.
Figure 5.4: Timing results for clade queries on the data set with 567 taxa and
33,306 trees. Successful query times are an average of 10,000 searches of each size.
unsuccessful query times are from an average of 100,000 searches of each size.
As the size of the query grows the successful queries are shorter on average. This
has everything to do with the distribution of clades among the trees in the data set.
As the size of the query grows the average number of trees returned by a successful
search goes down and therefore it is quicker to return the results. This can be seen
in Figure 5.5 which shows the average number of trees returned by the successful
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search for the different queries. For a data set like this one, where there are many
trees, the total runtime is dominated by the number of trees returned by a search.
Figure 5.5: The number of trees reported is an average from 10,000 random successful
clade searches on the data set with 567 taxa and 33,306 trees.
This effect is less prevalent in data sets with fewer trees. For example, a data set
with 950 taxa and only 200 trees is shown in Figure 5.6. For this data set the search
times between the successful and unsuccessful searches is much more similar. This is
due to the smaller number of trees. In this data set the average search time for the
slowest of the queries, a successful query of size two, is only 0.0000115 seconds long.
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Figure 5.6: Timing results for clade queries on the data set with 950 taxa and 200
trees. Successful and unsuccessful query times are an average of 100,000 searches
each for each query size.
5.5.2 Variable size clade query
The variable size clade query navigates the search structure using an in-order
traversal. This method also utilizes a few optimizations to minimize the run time.
The first optimizations is to use pointers in the table to skip entries in which are too
small to be a match. The second optimization allows the search to terminate early
when once all possible trees are found. To measure the effect of these optimizations
experiments were run with each optimization turned on and off.
Figure 5.7 shows two sets of experiments on Data Set #1. Searches of various
sizes were run and timed. The values along the x-axis show the number of taxa in
the query and the y-axis shows the average running time of a successful query of
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Figure 5.7: Unoptimized and optimized timing results for variable clade queries on
the data set with 150 taxa and 20,000 trees. The unoptimized and and optimized
times come from an average of 10,000 searches of each size for each version of the
algorithm.
that size on this data set. The blue line marked with circles shows the unoptimized
query algorithm. The average runtime for a successful search containing two taxa is
about .16 seconds. As the number of taxa in the query grows the search gets faster.
This is because as the query grows in size there are less clades in the BST+T which
could provide match to the query. Less matches means less work is done to return
the results. The green line marked with squares shows the time with the early finish
optimization turned on. This is the optimization which allows the search to stop
once all the trees in the data set have been added to the result set. The average time
for a successful query for two taxa with this optimization turned on is .027 seconds,
which is more than six times faster than the unoptimized search time for the same
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queries.
Figure 5.8: Unoptimized and optimized timing results for variable clade queries on
the data set with 950 taxa and 200 trees. The unoptimized and and optimized times
come from an average of 10,000 searches of each size for each version of the algorithm.
The effect of this optimization is most prominent on data sets with many trees.
This is because the work that is being skipped involves allocating memory for the
result trees and determining if they are already in the result set. This work load
is much smaller when there are fewer trees and so there is less speed up from the
optimization. We show this with plot in Figure 5.8. These experiments are conducted
similarly to the ones just discussed but on a different data set. This data set has 950
taxa but only 200 trees. The first thing to notice is that average runtimes on this
data set are much faster than on Data set #1. A optimized successful two taxa query
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averages 0.0012 seconds. The optimized algorithm does not exhibit the same general
downward trend that is exhibited by the unoptimized algorithm. Instead there is a
bump in the middle. This is due to the nature of the optimization. Queries with
few taxa are likely to find many matches in the BST+T. This makes it more likely
on average that all of the trees will be added to the result set and the search can
terminate early. As the size of the queries grow matches are less likely to be found
and the effect of the optimization is weakened.
Figure 5.9: Unoptimized and optimized timing results for variable clade queries on
the data set with 150 taxa and 20,000 trees using a second optimization. This
optimization allows the algorithm to skip clades which are known to be too small
to possibly provide a match with the query relationship. The unoptimized and and
optimized times come from an average of 10,000 searches of each size for each version
of the algorithm.
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The early termination optimization has no effect on unsuccessful queries. Since
unsuccessful queries do not find any matches in the BST+T they are not able to
terminate early. However, unsuccessful searches make for an ideal experimental set
for exploring certain aspects of the how the data sets related to the search algorithms
as they allow us to remove a variable from the analysis. Unsuccessful queries are
only effected by the number of taxa in the data set and the number of unique clades.
Figure 5.9 shows a set of experiments similar to those in Figure 5.7 except these
experiments provide the average time for an unsuccessful query. The blue line is once
again the unoptimized search algorithm. However, this time the optimization that
has been turned on is the ability for the search to skip clades which are too small
to contain a possible match to the query relationship. The unoptimized algorithm
hold fairly steady as the optimized algorithm gets faster with the growing query size.
This drop in running time is expected. As the queries grow in size there is less of the
BST+T that needs to be traversed. The unoptimized algorithm traverses the whole
search structure regardless of the size of the search so its speed holds steady.
Figure 5.10 shows the speed of unsucessful queries on the 950 taxa 200 tree data
set. In contrast to the two figures showing differing behavior across the two data
sets for successful search times the unsuccessful searches behave more similarly. This
is because the number of trees in the data set has no effect on the time it takes to
process an unsuccessful query.
In TreeHouse misses are much faster than successful searches. In fact, missing
is so fast under certain conditions that is becomes difficult to accurately track the
amount of time spent on the query. As the green line marked with squares, which
represents the optimized algorithm, drops below 10−5 seconds we begin to reach the
limits of our ability to produce an accurate time for the algorithm. In this experiment
the search algorithms were run 10,000 times in a row and for some of the values the
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Figure 5.10: The unoptimized and and optimized times come from an average of
10,000 searches of each size for each version of the algorithm.
timing mechanism still reported zero total seconds for all 10,000 searches.
5.5.3 K-tet queries
K-tet queries function very similarly to the variable clade size queries and use the
basic optimization. A major difference is that in a K-tet query special care needs to
be taken for taxa heterogeneous data sets which is not required for the clade based
searches or K-tet queries on taxa homogeneous data sets.
The K-tet query algorithm in TreeHouse works for heterogeneous trees similarly
to the way it works for taxa homogeneous trees with one major change. The search
algorithm compares the query relationship to each entry in the BST+T and produces
a set which contains all trees related to matching relationships. Then, if the set of
trees is heterogeneous, the algorithm traverses a secondary structure which simply
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stores all the trivial relationships. These are relationships that do not contain any
information bout the structure of the tree, but simply keep track of which trees have
which taxa. This search produces the set of trees which contain all of the taxa in
the query relationship. The result of the search is the intersection of the set of trees
which matched the query relationship and the set of trees which contain all of the
taxa in the query relationship.
A set of experiments were run to measure the impact of this extra work on a
query. To conduct this experiment, searches were run on homogeneous data sets
which were treated as taxa heterogeneous by the query algorithms. This was done
in order to have a direct comparison between the time it would take to do the same
search on a taxa heterogeneous data set as it would to do it on a homogeneous data
set. Figure 5.11 shows the time average search time for the two runs of the query
algorithm. While the heterogeneous version does require extra work and therefore
extra time, it is still well under a second in average runtime for the queries we
examined.
5.5.4 Exploring a tree set with relationship queries
TreeHouse introduces the ability to search a set of trees with edge based relation-
ships. This allows users to search for trees containing a certain bipartition, quartet,
or anything in between. To understand how the results of these searches differ, it
helps to understand how these relationships are related to one another in the context
of our searching algorithm. Given a taxa homogeneous set of trees the simplest in-
formative search is a 2|2 pronounced as “2 by 2” which is more commonly known as
a quartet. Searching for something simpler, such as [A, | C, D], would return every
tree since the trivial bipartition that attaches A to the rest of the tree would satisfy
the query relationship. Quartets are rather common. A tree with n taxa contains
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Figure 5.11: Heterogeneous and homogeneous timing results for K-tet queries on
the data set with 567 taxa and 33,306 trees. The heterogeneous and homogeneous
experiment times come from an average of 10,000 searches of each size for each version
of the algorithm.
(
n
4
)
quartets of the total possible 3×
(
n
4
)
quartets that could be found in trees with
n taxa.
As taxa are added to the search on either side of the relationship the search
becomes more strict. The results for searching [A, B | C, D, E] are a subset of the
results for searching [A, B | C, D]. The strictest relationships that you can search for
are bipartitions. These are the relationships that define the placement of each taxon
in the set.
To illustrate the impact that the query relationship size has on search results,
we’ve conducted experiments on two data sets. The first data set contains 33,306
trees with 567 taxa that were generated from 12 runs of Mr. Bayes and is shown in
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Figure 5.12: This figure shows the number of searches returning some number of
trees for different sized relationships on the 567 taxa 33,306 tree data set. Each line
represents different sized relationships for instance the blue line represents “2 by”
searches such as “2 by 1,” “2 by 2,” “2 by 3,” ... “2 by 500.” The point on the
plot labelled clade is the number of clade searches of the size on the x-axis which
returned a result. Each data point represents the results of 10,000 random searches.
Some lines end before 500 on the x axis because they had no successful searches for
some values and 0 is not represented on this log scale plot.
Figure 5.12. The second data set contains 200 trees each with 950 taxa and is shown
in Figure 5.13. For each experiment we generated 10,000 random query relationships
at varying sizes. We recorded the number of those 10,000 searches which matched
at least one tree in the set on the y-axis. Both experiments show similar patterns
though the number of trees and taxa in the two data sets are quite different. The
first thing to note is that any query relationship with a single taxon on one side
will always return all of the trees in the set. As we move along the x-axis from this
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common starting point, the size of the query relationship increases and the likelihood
of matching a search decreases. Since smaller search queries are more general than
larger search queries, we expect to see this trend results decreasing as the query
relationships get larger. What is interesting is how soon some of the relationships
stop getting any results at all. For instance, in Figure 5.12 the “6 by” set of searches
stops returning any results after “6 by 10” in our experiments and only 2 of the
10,000 searches for “6 by 10” returned any result. These searches only used about
2.8 percent of the total taxa yet barely any of them returned results.
Figure 5.13: This figure shows the number of searches returning some number of
trees for different sized relationships on the 950 taxa 200 tree data set.
The results of the set of “6 by 10” searches provides an interesting contrast to the
“2 by” set of experiments. Notice that the “2 by 500” run had 28 of 10,000 successful
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searches as compared to the 2 successful searches when our query relationship was
“6 by 10.” In this case a search with 502 of the 567 total taxa is more likely than
one only using 16 taxa due to the way that the taxa are distributed in the query
relationships. This is because while the “2 by 2” is far more likely than the “2 by
500” search, the total number of taxa isn’t only thing governing the likelihood of
search results. It also matter how many taxa are on each side of the relationship.
The more taxa on the smaller side of the bipartition, the less likely that you are to
find a match. In fact there is an exponential decline in search results as the number of
taxa on the smaller side of the relationship is increased. This effect is demonstrated
in Figure 5.14. We can see from the plot that while “2 by 10” and “6 by 6” are both
searching for 12 taxa, “2 by 10” is far more likely. This effect is powerful enough
that it explains how searching for a “2 by 500” relationship can return more results
than searching for a “6 by 10” relationship.
The impact of size of the query relationship has on the search is worth keeping
in mind as it has implications for how one might approach searching with in this
relationship based framework. For instance, since quartets are far more common
than bipartitions or other larger relationships, they can be very useful when exploring
a new set of trees. On the other hand, if you are familiar with the data set and are
only interested in very specific relationships, something closer to a bipartition my be
more appropriate. When dealing with large numbers of taxa the idea of typing all the
taxa names to search for a bipartition may be daunting, but luckily it’s unnecessary.
We’ve implemented a shortcut for a bipartition requiring the user to only input the
smaller of the two sides. But, even that may be unnecessary. When we look at our
search results, we can see the differentiating power of even relatively small numbers
of taxa. It may be best to start with the smallest relationship that defines the
trees you are interested and add more taxa only if the initial search is found to be
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Figure 5.14: This figure shows the number of searches returning some number of
trees for different relationships, each with 12 taxa, on the 567 taxa 33,306 tree and
950 taxa 200 tree data sets. Each data point represents the results of 10,000 random
searches.
too broad. It’s also worth remembering that the you can combine multiple query
relationships to further refine a search. This allows a user to quickly search for a
quartet, review the results, and if further filtering is necessary, use another quartet
or a larger relationship to refine the search results.
5.6 Conclusions
TreeHouse provides users with a fast and robust method for structurally searching
phylogenetic trees. This is important as allows users to explore their data sets in
ways that were not previously possible. TreeHouse handles a wide range of search
queries, works for both taxa heterogeneous and homogeneous searches, and has been
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shown to quickly return results for large data sets. Many of the search features in
TreeHouse are unique to this platform. Previous work has solely focused on searching
with subtrees. TreeHouse provides this functionality but also allows for other types of
search. Clades are fundamental to the biological discussion of phylogenetic trees, but
there have not been search tools geared toward querying trees in this way. Also new
to my work are edge based relationship queries. While bipartitions and quartets have
been previously defined, but they are were not used in queries until now. Completely
unique to my work is the concept of the K-tet which extends the way users can define
edge based relationships for the purpose of queries.
There is an overwhelming amount of phylogenetic data being produced, and algo-
rithms can help make sense of that data. Structural search should be as fundamental
a task as consensus. Quick computation of the consensus of hundreds of thousands
of trees has been available to the field, but it has been much harder to find which of
those trees support a given hypothesis. TreeHouse can help bridge that gap.
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6. TOOLS FOR TREE ANALYSIS
The initial goal of TreeHouse was to create a fast and efficient way to conduct
structural searches on a large set of trees. The goal for TreeHouse was expanded
when it was realized the power of search is compounded by analysis. The new model
for TreeHouse became one where a user can quickly search for a set of trees which
match a certain criteria then conduct an analysis on that set of trees. To meet these
new goals a series of analysis algorithms have been implemented in TreeHouse. The
analysis algorithms will be discussed in three sections.
This section covers many functions such as consensus and distance measures
which are available outside of TreeHouse. Also discussed in this section are new
ideas such as least conflict consensus and relational entropy. Methods for handling
taxa heterogeneous data sets are also discussed. There is interest in these algorithms
for two reasons. The first is that TreeHouse places these algorithms in a context
where they can be quickly and easily combined. TreeHouse allows a user to search
for a set of trees, refine them if needed, and directly pass them to analysis function
which can turn data into information. The second is that they serve as components
in more complex analysis functions which are covered in the following two sections.
Those sections give examples of the types of novel in depth analysis tools that can
be built using the tools in TreeHouse.
6.1 Consensus
Consensus methods summarize a set of trees as a single consensus tree. A con-
sensus tree built from the bipartitions of the set of trees. TreeHouse has the ability
to construct four types of bipartition based consensus trees. Each method uses a
different set of rules for determining which bipartitions from the set of input trees
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should appear in the consensus tree.
Strict consensus trees are constructed from only the bipartitions that appear in
each input tree. Applying a strict consensus algorithm to our example Panthera data
set produces a star topology since there are no bipartitions shared by all of the taxa
in the set.
Majority consensus trees are often constructed from bipartitions that appear in
more than half of the input trees. Majority consensus can also refer to trees with
any threshold for inclusion between more than half of the trees and all of the trees.
It is possible to define 99%, 75% or 53% majority trees. A 100% majority tree is
know as a strict consensus tree. The minimum threshold for inclusions for majority
consensus trees is at being in more than half of the input trees. This is because
bipartitions that appear in the input set of trees may be incompatible with one
another. Two incompatible bipartitions can not appear in the same tree. By limiting
the bipartitions to those that appeared in more than half the trees, the possibility of
incompatible bipartitions being included in the consensus tree is excluded.
The first step in constructing a greedy consensus tree is to sort the set of biparti-
tions by how common they are in the input tree set. The bipartitions that appear in
all of the trees are added to the consensus tree. Any bipartition which is in conflict
with a bipartition in the tree is removed as a potential consensus bipartition. Of the
remaining bipartitions, the next more common is added and any bipartitions which
conflict with it are excluded from the set of potential consensus bipartitions. This is
continued until there are no non-conflicting potential bipartitions left. The resulting
greedy consensus tree contains all the bipartitions in the strict and majority consen-
sus trees, but also attempts to fill in the most common bipartitions which appeared
in half or less of the input trees.
Some what similar to the greedy consensus tree is the least conflicting consensus
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tree. This tree is computed by adding bipartitions based on how few other bipar-
titions they are incompatible with. The tree starts with all of bipartitions in the
strict consensus tree since they are in conflict with no other bipartitions in the set.
The remaining set of bipartitions is ranked based on how few bipartitions in the
set they conflict with and the least conflicting bipartition is added to the set. The
bipartitions which do conflict with any bipartition in consensus tree are removed as
potential consensus bipartitions and the remain bipartitions are re-ranked. This pro-
cess continues until there are no remaining bipartitions that could be added to the
tree. This type of consensus tree has similarities to the greedy consensus in that the
consensus tree is fully resolved. However, since it is built with a different inclusion
criteria it can be structurally different than the greedy consensus tree.
Clouded Leopard
Leopard
Jaguar
Lion
Tiger
Snow Leopard
Clouded Leopard
Leopard
Jaguar
Lion
Tiger
Snow Leopard
Clouded Leopard
Leopard
Jaguar
Lion
Tiger
Snow Leopard
Majority Greedy Least Conflict
Figure 6.1: Three different consensus trees for 13 of the 14 trees in the Panthera
data set from Figure 1.4. Tree 8 contains a different set of taxa than the other 13
trees. It was removed because the consensus methods shown require all of the input
trees to contain the same taxa.
Figure 6.1 shows example consensus trees for the 50% majority, greedy and least
conflicting consensus tree. The strict consensus tree contains no bipartitions and is
not shown. The Panthera data set was used for these computations but was slightly
modified. Tree 8 which is the tree that contains the cheetah and cougar was removed
from the consensus computations. This is because the consensus computations are
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only well defined when each tree in the consensus computation is taxa heterogeneous.
Due to the diversity of relationships in the tree set the majority consensus tree is
not well resolved and only contains a single bipartition. Greedy and least conflicting
consensus trees are always fully resolved and so they can provide some insight into
the data set which is missing from a strict or majority consensus tree. Notice that the
one bipartition that is in the majority consensus tree is also in the greedy consensus
tree. All the bipartitions in the majority consensus will always appear in the greedy
consensus.
The greedy and least conflicting consensus tree share a similar topology but the
position of the snow leopard and tiger are swapped. These trees share two clades
but say very different things about how the tiger, snow leopard, and clouded leopard
are related to the other cats.
6.1.1 Resolution rate
The resolution rate of a tree is the percent of bipartition that appear in a tree
divided by the n− 3 possible bipartitions, where n is the number of taxa, that could
have appeared in the tree. The resolution rate of a consensus tree can be used to
measure the similarity of the set of trees that made up the input into the consensus
algorithm. The resolution rate of a single tree may also be computed. This value is
useful in determining if a tree is fully bifurcating as some other measures only work
with fully bifurcating trees.
6.2 Distance between trees
A fundamental question when dealing with any two objects is, ”How similar are
they?” This question is often answered with a distance measure. Different distance
measures compute similarity based on different features. The Robinson-Foulds [78]
distance uses bipartitions and the quartet distance uses quartets. Cosine similarity
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takes a slightly different approach to using bipartitions as compared to the Robinson-
Foulds distance.
Figure 6.2: Two examples of evolutionary trees depicting the relationships between 5
taxa to show the differences between the Robinson-Foulds distance and the quartet
distance. Each bipartition is labeled and the quartets making up each tree are
shown. Bipartitions and quartets show in blue are shared between the two trees.
Those shown in red are not shared between the two trees.
6.2.1 Robinson-Foulds distance
The Robinson-Foulds (RF) distance is ubiquitous in the field and quick to com-
pute compared to other measures. The RF distance between two trees is computed
based on the number of bipartitions that differ between them. Let Σ(T ) be the set
of bipartitions defined by all edges in tree T . The RF distance between trees T1 and
T2 is defined by Equation 6.1.
dRF (T1, T2) =
|Σ(T1)− Σ(T2)|+ |Σ(T2)− Σ(T1)|
2
(6.1)
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In Figure 6.2, consider the RF distance between trees Tree 1 and Tree 2. The
set of bipartitions defined for tree Tree 1 is Σ(Tree 1) = {AB|CDE,ABC|DE}.
Tree 2 is Σ(Tree 2) = {AC|BDE,ABC|DE}. The number of bipartitions appearing
in Tree 1 and not Tree 2 (i.e., |Σ(Tree 1)−Σ(Tree 2)|) is 1, since {AB|CDE} does
not appear in Tree 2. Similarly, the number of bipartitions in Tree 2 but not in
Tree 1 is 1. Hence, dRF (Tree 1, T ree 2) = 1. The largest possible RF distance
between two binary trees is (n − 3), which would be a maximum RF value of 2 in
the example shown in Figure 6.2.
Computing the RF distance between trees can be done quickly with recent algo-
rithmic developments. HashRF [92], HashRF(p, q) [90], MrsRF [56], and Phlash [57]
have consecutively set the bar for both speed and the number of trees handled.
TreeHouse has an implementation of the RF distance which is intended for quick
computations. When it is necessary to produce large all to all distance matrices
TreeHouse provides a function to pass a set of trees to Phlash.
6.2.2 Quartet distance
The quartet distance [10] is very similar to the RF distance. The quartet distance
between two trees is based on the number of quartets that differ between them. Let
Q(T ) be the set of quartets contained in tree T . The quartet distance between trees
T1 and T2 is defined by Equation 6.2.
dQuartet(T1, T2) =
|Q(T1)−Q(T2)|+ |Q(T2)−Q(T1)|
2
(6.2)
For example, in Figure 6.2 there are two quartets unique to Tree 1 and two that
are unique to Tree 2. This produces a quartet distance of 2+2
2
= 2.
Computing the quartet distance between trees is more computationally intensive
than computing the RF distance. This is due to the sheer number of comparisons to
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be made between the trees. While there are only n − 3 bipartitions in a tree there
are
(
n
4
)
quartets. Quartet distances can be computed using QDist [52] or with the
more efficient algorithm QuickQuartet [15]. TreeHouse has an implementation of of
a quartet distance measure which is intended for small computations. TreeHouse
also provides the ability to pass trees to QuickQuartet when a faster algorithm is
needed.
6.2.3 Clade distance
The clade distance is distance measure implemented in TreeHouse. It is based on
the same calculations as the RF distance but counts clades instead of bipartitions.
Let Cl(T ) be the set of clades defined by all edges in tree T . The clade distance
between trees T1 and T2 is defined by Equation 6.3.
dClade(T1, T2) =
|Cl(T1)− Cl(T2)|+ |Cl(T2)− Cl(T1)|
2
(6.3)
The clade distance is very similar to the RF distance in many situations, though
there are exceptions. Since the concept of a clade does not make sense on an unrooted
tree, the clade distance is only applicable to comparing rooted trees. This distance is
also affected by how the trees are rooted. Two trees could have the same bipartitions,
but have different clades due to rooting. A benefit of the clade distance is that it can
be used to compare trees with differing taxa, since only the taxa within a clade are
considered when determining if two clades are the same. The largest possible clade
distance between two binary trees is (n− 2).
The relationship between the clade distance and the RF distance can be shown
in Figure 6.2. Consider Tree 1 which has two bipartitions but three clades. Tree 1
has the clades [A,B], [A,B,C], and [D,E]. Bipartition b1 defines the clade [A,B] and
bipartition b2 defines two clades, [A,B,C] and [D,E]. The bipartition nearest to the
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root will always define two clades, one on either side of the root. The clade distance
between the trees in Figure 6.2 is 1 which is the same as the RF distance. However,
the values are interpreted slightly differently since the clade distance has a maximum
of three and the RF distance has a maximum of two. For an example on how rooting
can affect the outcome of the distance measures, Figure 4.6 shows two trees with the
same three bipartitions. However, due to being rooted differently these two trees do
not have all of the same clades. The RF distance between these trees is 0 while the
clade distance is 2.
6.2.4 Cosine similarity
TreeHouse also implements a cosine similarity measure. To compute this mea-
sure, a bit string with a place for each unique bipartition in the set of trees is created.
Bipartitions contained in a tree are marked with a one, and bipartitions that a tree
does not contain are marked with a zero. This bit string uniquely defines the tree.
The similarity between two trees can then be computed as the cosine similarity of
their bit strings using the equation in Equation 6.4, where the bit string represent-
ing the bipartitions contained in one tree is A and the bit string representing the
bipartitions in the other tree is B.
cosinesimilarity =
A ·B
‖A‖‖B‖ =
n∑
i=1
Ai ×Bi√
n∑
i=1
(Ai)2
(6.4)
In the general case of cosine similarity the possible values fall within the range
of −1 to 1. However, our application of the measure is limited to values between
0 and 1 because none of our entries in the bit strings are negative. A value of 1
means that the two trees had all of the same bipartitions and therefore have the
same topology. A value of 0 means they are independent and have no biparititons
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in common. This method for computing distances between trees can be very quick
and useful in analyses such as clustering which require fast distance computations.
The cosine similarity is especially efficient for sparse vectors as only the non-zero
dimensions need to be considered. Since a tree can only have n − 3 bipartitions,
where n is the number of taxa in the tree, the maximum number of positions that
need to be considered to compute the cosine similarity is 2(n− 3).
6.3 Distance within a tree
TreeHouse also provides algorithms to compute various distances within a single
tree. These distances are defined by the placement of taxa and the tree’s topology.
For any taxa in a tree, TreeHouse can compute the length of the path between that
taxa and the root of the tree. This value is the depth of the taxa and is dependent
on the number of branching events in the path between that taxa and the root. In
the tree in Figure 6.3 the clouded leopard has a depth of 1, the tiger has a depth of
3 and the lion has a depth of 4.
Figure 6.3: An example tree of genus Panthera used for examples of tree depth and
balance. This tree has a maximum depth of 4, minimum depth of 1, and an average
depth of 3. Its C value is .6.
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For any two taxa in a tree, TreeHouse can compute the most recent common
ancestor for the two taxa. This is the smallest clade which contains both of the
input taxa. For instance, for the tree in Figure 6.3, the smallest clade that contains
lion and jaguar is the clade that contains lion, jaguar, and leopard. TreeHouse can
compute the distance from the taxa to this most recent common ancestor. The
distance from lion to the most recent common ancestor of lion and jaguar is 2.
TreeHouse will also compute the distance between two taxa which is defined as the
minimum path between the two taxa in the tree. For two taxa A and B, the distance
From A to B is equal to the distance from A to the most common ancestor of A and
B plus the distance from B to the most recent common ancestor of A and B. In our
example the distance from lion to jaguar would be 3.
The shape of a tree is defined by its topology. Currently, TreeHouse supports a
few tree shape measures. The maximum depth of a tree is computed to be the longest
path from the root to a taxon. The tree in Figure 6.3 has a depth of 4. The average
depth of a tree is the average length of the paths from the root to the taxa which is 3
for our example tree. TreeHouse also computes Colless’ index of imbalance [14], also
known as C. This measure is based on the difference in the number of taxa under the
right and child of each node. A perfectly balanced tree has a score of 0. A score of 1
denotes maximum imbalance. The C value for our example tree is .6. Equation 6.5
can be used to compute this value. The algorithm traverses a tree and computes the
absolute value of the difference between the number of taxa under the right side TR
of a node and the left side TL of a node for each i internal nodes. The sum of these
values is then divided by the maximum possible difference to produce the value C.
c =
∑
i |TR − TL|
(n−1)(n−2)
2
(6.5)
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6.4 Relational entropy
TreeHouse provides some functions to identify rogue taxa within a set of trees.
A rogue taxon is a taxon which is an equally good fit in many positions in the trees.
This may be due to some combination of the taxa selected, the sequences used,
sequence alignment or model of evolution used in the inference of the trees. The
extreme case would be where the taxa appears to be an equal fit in all positions in
the tree to the tree inference algorithm. Taxa that behave this way can appear on
both sides of many bipartitions. This makes summarizing a set of trees which contain
a rogue taxon as a consensus tree very difficult. While much of the structure may
be similar in the majority of trees, the indecision about the placement of a single
rogue taxon causes the bipartitions in the set of trees to vary more than the structure
would actually suggest. This is because for two trees to have the same bipartition
the placement of every taxa relative to an edge must match.
Since the hallmark of a rogue taxon is that it appears in multiple positions in a
tree, the “rogueness” of a taxon can be measured based on how many positions it
appears in with in a set of trees. This done by computing the clade level entropy for
a taxon. The clades in a set of trees are divided into tiers based on the number of
taxa on each clade.
In determining rogueness, the number of relationships a taxon appears in at each
tier of the clade table is computed. A taxa that appears in many sister relationships
will be represented in more of the size 2 clades than a taxon that always appears in
a sister relationship with the same taxa. By determining how many relationships at
each tier a taxa appears in, as well as how common each of those relationships are,
the clade level entropy for a taxa can be computed.
Table 6.1 show the results of this type of analysis for the Panthera example data
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set. Since this data was generated by multiple labs the results can not be interpreted
the same ways as had they been generated by a single inference algorithm, however
they still show which taxa have the most varied placement within the data set.
In this case the Snow Leopard has been paired with the most other taxa in sister
relationships.
This function can provide a quick way to determine which if any taxa appear in
more than the average number of relationships per tier. Detecting rogue taxa in a
data can allow biologists to modify or remove them from their sequence alignment
and re-run their inference algorithm without their disruption.
Number of different clades
Taxa Size 2 Size 3 Size 4 Size 5
Cheetah 0 0 1 0
C. Leopard 2 0 0 0
Cougar 0 1 1 0
Jaguar 2 2 2 1
Leopard 2 2 2 1
Lion 3 3 2 1
S. Leopard 4 2 2 1
Tiger 3 2 2 1
Table 6.1: The number of unique clades of different sizes that each taxa appears in.
6.5 Quartet exposure
For a given tree, TreeHouse can print all of the quartets contained in the tree. The
enumeration of quartets provides the foundation for the way TreeHouse computes
the quartet distance between two trees. While the consensus functions in TreeHouse
are currently limited to working with bipartitions, TreeHouse can use its quartet
enumeration function to produce the set of quartets which are common to all the
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trees in a set. TreeHouse can also compute the quartets that are common to some
percentage of trees in a set. This output would form the basis for a quartet based
consensus method if paired with a compatible tree building algorithm. While we are
unable to directly compute the consensus tree, the information is still useful in that
we can compute the number of quartets that would define the consensus tree. This is
a measure of consensus resolution that is different from that computed by the other
consensus resolution rate functions in TreeHouse which work with bipartitions.
6.6 Analysis of heterogeneous tree sets
While our search algorithms have been adapted to handle both taxa homogeneous
and heterogeneous tree sets, the same is not true for the majority of the analysis al-
gorithms we have discussed. Many distance and consensus algorithms are based on
a definition of a bipartition which does not so easily extend to cover taxa heteroge-
neous sets. For instance, any distance measure defined by bipartitions, such as the
Robinson-Foulds distance, is based on the number of bipartitions different between
two trees. Given any two trees which contain two different taxa sets, it is not possi-
ble for the trees to have any bipartition in common. Since there can be no common
bipartitions, the result would always be the maximum distance and therefore unin-
formative. Many definitions of consensus methods are similarly defined by matching
bipartitions and are not well defined on taxa heterogeneous sets of trees.
One method of handling this situation is to use TreeHouse’s search functions to
return a set of trees which all contain the exact same taxa set. This subset of the
total trees can then be passed to distance and consensus functions because the subset
is heterogeneous.
Given the trees in Figure 6.4, one could homogenize the set by simply excluding
tree T8. This could be done by querying for the trees which contain C. Leopard as all
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Figure 6.4: Multiple hypothesis of genus Panthera over the last 30 years.
of the trees which contain C. Leopard cover the same set of taxa. The resulting set
could be passed to the analysis algorithms which require taxa homogeneous trees.
6.6.1 Taxa searching and distinguishing taxa
There are a few functions in TreeHouse that are only useful for searching and
analyzing trees with different sets of taxa. The taxa search function is one such
example. This search returns all the trees in the set which contain the query taxa.
Another is the concept of distinguishing taxa between two sets of trees. We define
the distinguishing taxa between two sets of trees to be the taxa in that appear in all
of the trees in the one of the sets but none of the trees in the other. This can be
a useful measure for differentiating sets of trees but it is only useful when the trees
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cover different sets of taxa.
6.7 Taxa masking
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Figure 6.5: A visualization of the multiple hypothesis of genus Panthera over the last
30 years with Clouded Leopard, Cheetah, and Cougar removed from each tree. Extra
branches have been collapsed. The tree numbers match the citations in Figure 6.4
Queries may be used to return a set of trees which are taxa homogeneous but
in doing so we may be excluding information about taxa of interest in trees that
cover more taxa that just those we are directly studying. This can be seen in the
Panthera data set. Removing a single tree, in this case tree T8, we convert the data
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set from being taxa heterogeneous to taxa homogeneous, but we have also lost the
information tree T8 contains about the relationships between the five cats common
among all the trees in the set. To address this, TreeHouse provides functions to mask
taxa in a set of trees. Masked taxa are pruned from the data set and their branches
are collapsed. This leaves trees which look as though the masked taxa were never in
the analysis. This function can be used to homogenize a data set so that functions
which are only well defined on taxa homogeneous trees can be applied. Figure 6.5
shows the 14 trees in our heterogeneous data set with C. Leopard, Cheetah, and
Cougar removed and extra branches collapsed. These trees may now be used as the
input to any of the analysis functions that require taxa homogeneous trees.
Index Size Clade Trees
0 2* 00000011 3, 8, 11, 13
1 2 00000110 11
2 2 00001100 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 13
3 2 00001010 9
4 2 00010001 6
5 2 00010100 10
6 3* 00001110 10, 12
7 3 00010101 6
8 3 00011100 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13
9 4* 00011110 2, 10, 12
10 4 00011101 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6
11 5* 00011111 0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
Table 6.2: The BST+T for our 14 example trees from genus Panthera after C.
Leopard, Cheetah, and Cougar have been removed and extra branches collapsed.
The bits representing C. Leopard, Cheetah, and Cougar have also been removed
from the bit strings.
The bipartition table for the masked taxa set is shown in Table 6.2 and has only
12 unique clades. This table is smaller than the unmasked table shown in Table 5.1
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which has 16 unique bipartitions. Using taxa masking to produce a homogeneous set
of trees provides the user with a trade off in the amount and type of information in
the set. The unmasked set of trees contains more bipartition information, however
the presence of taxa heterogeneity between the trees limits the types of analyses that
can be conducted. Homogenizing the set opens it up to many more types of analysis
but a cost. In our example we lost about 25% of the total unique bipartitions in the
homogenizing process, but in return we are able to construct a consensus tree of the
results or compute the Robinson-Foulds distance between two of the masked trees.
It also clarifies the relationships between the common taxa. Tree T8 which had two
taxa that no other tree had and was missing a taxa common to all the other trees
can now be seen to have the same relationships in the remaining five taxa as trees
T3 and T13.
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7. ADVANCED ANALYSIS: DECISION TREES AND DISTINGUISHING
BIPARTITIONS*
7.1 Why compare sets of trees
Groups of trees can be defined in many ways. They can come from clustering
algorithms, they can be a product of how they were inferred by grouping trees from
the different chains, runs, algorithms, or labs. They can also be the result of multiple
queries on a tree set. No matter where the groups come from, analysis measures can
tell us about about the groupings. In the case of trees coming from multiple runs,
we can determine how topologically distinct those runs were. The same measure
applied to a grouping of trees from a clustering algorithm can tell us something
about whether there are distinct sub-hypothesis of the true tree in the data. This
section explores algorithms used to analyze sets of trees.
Understanding the ways in which sets of trees differ from one another is impor-
tant in answering questions about convergence. To say two groups of trees have
converged is to say they have come from the same region of tree space. This is
important question when dealing with trees resulting from a phylogenetic inference
algorithm. If the trees have not converged to a single region of tree space there may
be multiple distinct sets of trees which represent different hypotheses of the true
tree. Understanding if and how sets of trees differ can lead to insights about the
algorithms that produced them.
* Part of the data reported in this section is reprinted with permission from ”Using decision trees
to study the convergence of phylogenetic analyses.” by G. Brammer, & T. L.Williams, (2010, May).
In the proceedings from the 2010 IEEE Symposium on Computational Intelligence in Bioinformatics
and Computational Biology (CIBCB), (pp. 1-8). c© IEEE 2011.
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7.2 Decision tree depth and bipartition separability
Measuring the similarity between sets of phylogenies can be thought of as a
data mining style classification problem. We can ask, ”How complicated would a
classifier need to be to separate the phylogenies into their groupings based on their
features?” We can train a classifier, in this case a decision tree, on the input trees
using their bipartitions as features. The level of structural distinction in the input
sets of phylogenies is directly related to the size and shape of the trained decision
tree.
7.3 Decision trees
Decision tree learning is a predictive model for mapping observations to outcomes.
Decision trees are built with a classification at the leaves and features at the internal
nodes. For our data, the classifications could be the run, algorithm, cluster, query
or other grouping of phylogenies and the internal nodes are bipartitions, and the
branches leading from the those nodes denote either the presence or absence of that
bipartition. The features crossed by tracing a path from the root of the tree to
a leaf node describe a set of features where all trees with those features have the
classification at the leaf node.
7.3.1 Algorithm
Our approach consists of two steps. First, we construct a bipartition table that
consists of the unique bipartitions associated with our set of phylogenetic trees.
The bipartition table also contains class labels concerning the run of the phyloge-
netic search heuristic that produced each of the evolutionary trees. The second
step concerns using the bipartition table to actually create the decision using the
ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3) data-mining algorithm [59].
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Step 1: The first step is to construct a bipartition table. Consider the set of twelve
evolutionary trees depicted in Figure 7.1a. First, we enumerate all of the bipartitions
in each of the evolutionary trees. Figure 7.1b shows the set of unique bipartitions
for the twelve trees in our example. Each unique bipartition, bi, will represent a
column in the bipartition table. The rows of the table will consist of the input tree
ids (ti) of interest. For each column labeled bi, a ’0’ or ’1’ is assigned to each row
based on whether tree ti contains that bipartition. Consider Figure 7.1. Bipartition
b0 appears in trees t0, t1, t2, and t3. It does not appear in the remaining eight trees.
The data structure used in computing the decision trees is a transformation of the
BST+T which is used in the TreeHouse search functions.
t0 : (((a, b), (c, d)), (e, f));
t1 : (((a, b), (c, e)), (d, f));
t2 : (((a, b), (c, f)), (d, e));
t3 : (((a, b), (c, d)), (e, f));
t4 : (((a, c), (b, d)), (e, f));
t5 : (((a, e), (b, d)), (c, f));
t6 : (((a, d), (b, c)), (e, f));
t7 : (((a, d), (b, c)), (e, f));
t8 : (((a, d), (b, f)), (c, e));
t9 : (((a, f), (b, c)), (d, e));
t10 : (((a, f), (b, d)), (c, e));
t11 : (((a, e), (b, c)), (d, f));
(a) Newick strings
b0 : ab|cdef
b1 : ac|bdef
b2 : ad|bcef
b3 : ae|bcdf
b4 : af |bcde
b5 : bc|adef
b6 : bd|acef
b7 : be|acdf
b8 : bf |acde
b9 : cd|abef
b10 : ce|acef
b11 : cf |acde
b12 : de|abcf
b13 : df |abce
b14 : ef |abcd
(b) Unique bipartitions
Figure 7.1: Twelve evolutionary trees used as input to build the bipartition table
in Table 7.1. (a) shows the Newick representation of the twelve phylogenetic trees
of interest. (b) provides a listing of the unique bipartitions that appear across the
twelve trees. c©2011 IEEE
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Bipartition table
Trees b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9 b10 b11 b12 b13 b14 run
t0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 r1
t1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 r1
t2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 r1
t3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 r1
t4 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 r1
t5 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 r1
t6 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 r2
t7 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 r2
t8 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 r2
t9 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 r2
t10 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 r2
t11 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 r2
Table 7.1: A bipartition table depicting the presence (’1’) or absence (’0’) of each
bipartition (labeled bi), in the twelve trees shown in Figure 7.1 along with a column
denoting the run that generated the tree. The list of bipartitions are our features
and the run is our class label since we know what trees a particular run generated.
In this example, there are two runs that generated the twelve trees. A bipartition
table will serve as input for the construction of a decision tree. c©2011 IEEE
Step 2: The next task is to build a decision tree from the bipartition table. Once
the bipartition table is constructed, we use our implementation of the ID3 algorithm,
which is a top-down greedy approach that selects features based on information gain.
For our problem, the features are bipartitions, which are the internal nodes of the
decision tree. Class labels (runs and algorithm) are the leaves of the decision tree.
Class labels are also considered target features.
The ID3 algorithm takes a feature set (the presence or absence of each bipartition)
and a target feature (i.e., which run the evolutionary trees came from) and computes
a decision tree, where each node in the tree represents the a bipartition and each edge
represents the presence or absence of that bipartition. Table 7.1 shows an example
bipartition table as derived from the Newick strings in Figure 7.1a. Note the last
column in the bipartition table is run label and not bipartition information. The
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ID3 algorithm computes the information gain of each bipartition relative to the run
label. Information gain represents how well the bipartition information correlates
with the run labels. The bipartition with the best information gain is selected and
added as the root of the decision tree.
Equation 7.1 measures the entropy of a collection of trees relative to their labels.
For a given set S of examples, the sum function iterates over all the different example
values with pi being the percentage of the examples that have that value. To compute
the entropy of the run labels, S is the rightmost column of Table 7.1. We would
iterate over the labels r1 and r2 with pi being the percentage of each label.
Entropy(S) =
c∑
i=1
−pi log2pi (7.1)
Equation 7.2 computes information gain, where S is the set of examples and A is
an attribute. In this equation, V alues(A) is the set of values that the attribute can
have. For each v in V alues(A), Sv is the a subset of S which has that value.
Gain(S,A) = Entropy(S)− ∑
v∈V alues(A)
|Sv|
S
Entropy(sv) (7.2)
In our example in Figure 7.2, bipartition b0 is the root. All the trees with biparti-
tion b0 come from run r1. Hence, the right child node is marked as run r1 and has no
children. The trees that do not have bipartition b0 are from both runs so the process
repeats to calculate the node with the most information gain. The process contin-
ues until all the branches terminate into leaf nodes. Figure 7.2 shows the resulting
decision tree.
Figure 7.2 shows a sample decision tree where the all the trees are classified as
coming from run 1 (r1) of an algorithm or run 2 (r2) of the same algorithm. Three
bipartitions, b0, b4, and b6 are used in the decision tree to classify all of the input trees.
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Figure 7.2: A decision tree constructed based on the input from Table 7.1. Here,
3 bipartitions (out of 15) are needed to classify the twelve input trees by what run
generated them. c©2011 IEEE
From each internal node there are two branches, the left branch denotes the presence
of the bipartition and the right branch denotes the absence of the bipartition. Each
path tells us something about the phylogenies in the input sets. For instance, we
can follow the left most path from b0− > r1 which tells us that all trees with b0 are
classified as r1. The right most path, b0− > b6− > r2 tells us that all trees which do
not have b0 or b6 were classified as r2.
7.4 Interpreting decision trees
Once the decision tree is created, we can analyze its features to learn about the
input sets of trees. The depth of a decision tree is the crucial feature for determining
whether a phylogenetic analysis, consisting of multiple runs, has converged. We
define the depth of a decision tree to be the length of the longest path from the root
to a leaf node. Deep (high depth) decision trees reflect a high level of sharing among
the evolutionary trees since many evolutionary relationships have to be consulted
in order to classify what runs produced the evolutionary trees. Shallow decision
trees reflect less sharing of information of across the runs. Hence, deep decision
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trees provide strong evidence that a phylogenetic analysis converged while extremely
shallow trees reflect non-convergence.
7.4.1 Edge cases: distinguishing bipartitions and non-separable sets
We have proposed the term distinguishing bipartition to identify a bipartition
which can be used to distinguish between two groups of trees. These are bipartitions
that appear in all of the trees in one group and none of the trees in another group.
These bipartitions result in a decision tree of depth one meaning that a single feature
is needed to classify all of the input trees. A distinguishing bipartition means that
the two sets of phylogenies represent distinct hypotheses of the true relationships
between the taxa. The distinguishing bipartitions are major differences between the
hypotheses. It only takes a single distinguishing bipartition to result in a decision
tree of depth one, but many could be present in the sets of trees. TreeHouse provides
an algorithm to return the number of distinguishing bipartitions between two sets of
trees.
While it is possible for the decision tree to have a depth of one, it is also possible
for a decision tree to be unable to classify all the trees into their classifications based
on their bipartitions. One example of this is when two trees with the same topology
are classified into different groups. Since each tree shares the same bipartitions, and
therefore shares the same feature set, no features can be used to tell them apart.
Tree sets that can not be matched with their classifications by any combination of
their features are said to be non-separable. Non-separable sets overlap topologically
and can be said to have converged.
7.5 Background
Our work leverages the idea that the depth of a decision tree can be used to
measure the quality of a cluster. A similar idea has been used to develop new clus-
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tering methods [50]. Decision trees and feature selection are well researched areas in
the machine learning community but, they have not yet been thoroughly applied to
phylogenetic data sets. In many ways, the work most similar in methods to ours is
that which attempts to measure the quality of clusters produced by clustering phylo-
genetic trees. Stockham, Wang, and Warnow [88] cluster phylogenetic trees and use
the concept of information loss as a measure of cluster quality, but do not address
the issue of convergence. Unlike our work, most techniques for detecting convergence
use tree scores [76], but rarely do they compare the evolutionary relationships con-
tained in the trees to each other. Comparing tree scores can be misleading since trees
with similar scores are not necessarily topologically similar, leading to misleading re-
sults [34, 68, 67, 91]. Hence the fact that a search that found two different optima in
tree space could be detected with a topology based method but left undetected by
relying on tree scores alone.
7.6 Experimental results
We’ve used decision trees to measure the level of convergence between trees pro-
duced by multiple runs of the MrBayes algorithm. We’ve used datasets #1, #2, and
#5 in our analysis which are described in detail in the appendix.
7.6.1 150 taxa Bayesian trees
The first data set has 150 taxa and 20,000 phylogenies. The phylogenies come
from two runs of equal size. The depth of the decision tree created in comparing
the two runs is 1. Since the depth of the decision tree is 1, further analysis was
done to determine the number of distinguishing bipartitions between the two runs
of the algorithm. There were found to be 3 distinguishing bipartitions. These three
bipartitions represent the phylogenetic information that separated the runs of the
phylogenetic inference algorithm. The division between the runs may be an artifact
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of how the inference algorithm navigated the solution space with each run being
stuck in its own local optima. No matter the explanation, the implication is that the
two searches did not cover the same area of tree space.
These distinguishing bipartitions contain information about the divide between
the two sets of trees that would not appear in a standard consensus tree. Since the
two runs we analyzed are the same size, a distinguishing bipartition can not appear
in the majority of the trees. This interesting information which is important to
understanding how the searches navigated the solution space is hidden by a consensus
analysis.
Decision Tree Depth for Dataset #2: 567 taxa Bayesian trees
run 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
0 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 - - 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 - - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 - - - - 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1
4 - - - - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 - - - - - - 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 - - - - - - - 1 1 1 1 1
7 - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 1
8 - - - - - - - - - 1 1 1
9 - - - - - - - - - - 2 1
10 - - - - - - - - - - - 1
11 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Table 7.2: This table shows the depth of the decision trees created by comparing
the twelve runs of data set 2.
7.6.2 567 taxa Bayesian trees
Data set #2 contains phylogenies from 12 runs of MrBayes with each tree con-
taining 567 taxa. The depths of the decision trees created in comparing each run to
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each other run is presented in Table 7.2. The majority of run to run comparisons
resulted in decision trees of depth 1. Only 4 run to run comparisons do not have dis-
tinguishing bipartitions and result in deeper decision trees. Of the 4 deeper decision
trees 3 are of depth 2 and the deepest decision tree is of depth 11. From this we can
say that the two most similar runs are run 1 and run 5. For the decision trees of
depth 1, we computed the number of total distinguishing bipartitions between the
runs which are presented in Table 7.3. The number of distinguishing bipartitions
that separate the runs of trees vary from none to 41.
Given the high number of distinguishing bipartitions present between runs in this
set of phylogenies, it would be difficult to conclude that these runs have converged
to the same area of tree space. The trees in this data set may be generally similar to
one another but there are strong distinctions between the bipartitions reported from
each run.
Distinguishing Bipartitions for Dataset #2: 567 taxa Bayesian trees
run 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
0 - 15 20 13 23 16 41 17 20 26 24 34
1 - - 11 2 9 - 32 3 3 10 9 20
2 - - - 1 4 13 40 11 11 4 4 30
3 - - - - 3 2 26 1 1 - - 22
4 - - - - - 10 38 11 11 3 3 27
5 - - - - - - 33 3 3 11 10 20
6 - - - - - - - 30 30 39 36 40
7 - - - - - - - - 1 10 9 21
8 - - - - - - - - - 10 12 24
9 - - - - - - - - - - - 30
10 - - - - - - - - - - - 29
11 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Table 7.3: This table shows the number of distinguishing bipartition which separate
the twelve runs of data set 2.
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7.6.3 567 taxa maximum parsimony trees
We have also applied decision trees to evolutionary trees obtained from two max-
imum parsimony (MP) heuristics, Rec-I-DCM33 and Pauprat. Table A.3 shows the
number of evolutionary trees collected from each run. Each of the MP heuristics re-
quired five runs to produce its set of evolutionary trees. Runs r0, r1, r2, r3, and r4 were
generated by Pauprat while the remaining runs were obtained from Rec-I-DCM33.
Table 7.4 provides the depth of the resulting decision trees using runs as the
target feature. The results show that the Rec-I-DCM33 runs are quite self-similar.
Many of the run-by-run comparisons are non-separable, which we denote by the label
NS. In other words, the two runs being compared returned at least one identical tree.
As a result, the bipartition information cannot separate the evolutionary trees across
the runs.
Decision Tree Depth for Dataset #3: 567 taxa maximum parsimony trees
run r0 r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9
r0 - 15 15 17 13 11 10 13 11 13
r1 - - 14 16 20 14 11 10 12 12
r2 - - - 13 15 10 11 10 9 11
r3 - - - - 18 13 9 11 9 13
r4 - - - - - 13 12 12 12 11
r5 - - - - - - NS NS 39 NS
r6 - - - - - - - NS NS NS
r7 - - - - - - - - 52 NS
r8 - - - - - - - - - NS
Table 7.4: The depth of the decision trees resulting from the comparison of maximum
parsimony runs. NS stands for non-separable which means that the bipartitions from
each run are so similar in these cases that the ID3 algorithm can not classify them.
The depths of the decision trees for the three data sets we studied show that
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the maximum parsimony trees represent a better example of convergence than the
Bayesian trees. The Bayesian trees seemed to have gotten stuck in different local
optima from run to run while the trees inferred from the parsimony analysis we
studied seemed to have settled on a single optimum across the ten runs.
7.7 Conclusions
Decision trees can be used to measure the separation between sets of trees based
on the distinction of the features of each group. A single bipartition could be the
feature which defines a set of trees. This feature centric method for comparing sets
of trees illuminates specific differences in which features are separating two sets of
trees. With a group of trees representing a phylogenetic hypothesis, the features
which different between the groups represent the ways in which the two hypothesis
are different.
Determining whether a phylogenetic analysis has converged is an important prob-
lem in phylogenetics. Without convergence, the robustness of a phylogenetic analysis
is unclear and leads to inaccurate hypotheses of how the taxa evolved from a common
ancestor. Decision trees can be an effective measure of convergence for a phylogenetic
analysis.
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8. ADVANCED ANALYSIS: CLUSTERING AND PEAK SUPPORT *
The work with decision trees showed that multiple runs of a Bayesian analysis
do not necessarily converge to a single hypothesis. The analysis with decision trees
allows for users to determine if two groups of trees converged to the same place
in tree space. This analysis is useful, but relied on the user having a meaningful
grouping of trees, e.g. the runs which generated them or their parsimony score.
A set of trees may contain groupings which don’t align with how the trees were
generated. For instance, a single Baysian run might return trees from two optima
in tree space. Clustering algorithms can use the differences between trees in a set
to attempt to identify separate groups. These algorithms can be useful in answering
questions about convergence without the need of outside information about how the
trees where generated or their scores.
Also discussed in this section is p-support, which is short for peak support. This
is a measure developed to show the impact of different optima in the data set. Once
optima are identified, we can compare the support for each relationship across optima
and within the set as a whole. This measure serves to identify relationships which
have a varied level of support across the different optima. Relationships which are
supported by each of the identified optima are likely to be supported by further runs
of the phylogenetic inference algorithm that generated the trees. Those which are
supported by fewer optima may or may not be supported in further runs and should
be investigated further. Understanding the variance between runs of phylogenetic
* Part of the data reported in this section is reprinted with permission from ”A new support
Measure to Quantify the Impact of Local Optima in phylogenetic Analyses.” by Grant Brammer,
Seung-Jin Sul, and Tiffani L. Williams, in Evolutionary Bioinformatics Online 7 (2011): 159. c©
Brammer, Sul, and Williams.
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inference algorithms can provide users with another level of confidence in their results.
8.1 Optima and convergence
Trees coming from a single analysis provide interesting data sets for comparative
study. Given the NP-Hard nature of the phylogenetic inference problem we can
not know if we have found the globally optimal trees until we have visited and
scored every tree in tree space. Full exploration of the solution space is impractical
for all but the smallest datasets. Search algorithms navigate through tree space
returning the best scoring trees they find. Algorithms are not immune to be stuck
in a single optimum and may explore multiple optima as part of a search. When
multiple optima are explored, some may be sampled more than others. This is
not necessarily because the more sampled optima are better than the others, but
because the inference algorithm was stuck there longer. These algorithmic issues can
be reflected in the search results.
Since the popular inference algorithms navigate from one tree to the next by
mutating a tree’s topology, groups of topologically similar good scoring trees can
form local optima for the search algorithms. Each optimum can be thought of as
a distinct hypothesis of the true phylogeny. This is because the trees within an
optimum share similar characteristics, yet they are distinct from the trees in other
optima. Detecting the presence of these optima can allow a researcher to better
understand how the support for different relationships is manifested in the tree set.
Detection and understanding of optima is especially important for Bayesian inference
analyses.
Bayesian inference, as implemented in the MrBayes [35] software package, is one
of the most popular approaches for reconstructing evolutionary trees. This pack-
age uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling which is a very versatile,
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yet computationally intensive, procedure to produces samples of parameter values
from the posterior distribution. Unfortunately, MCMC simulations are not without
their problems. It can be difficult to assess whether an MCMC analysis has con-
verged to the correct distribution and the resulting samples can only be said to have
come from the true distribution after convergence [74]. For phylogenetic inference,
non-convergence implies that the MCMC sampling did not sample from the distri-
bution of the true evolutionary tree, leading to an inaccurate estimate of the true
tree. Detecting and understanding the presence of optima in the data set can help
researchers make a better informed decision as to whether their analysis has reached
convergence.
8.2 Clustering
Clustering refers to the task of placing data into sets such that the data in each
set is more similar to the data with in the same set than it is to the data contained
in the other sets. Sets created this way are referred to as clusters. Since the place-
ment of data requires optimizing multiple clusters, clustering is a multi-objective
optimization problem. Different algorithms define optimal clusters in different ways
and use different methods to compute the optimal clusters. Clustering algorithms
are dependent on the measures used to define the similarity between data points.
Different clustering results can be obtained by changing the optimality criteria.
In general, a cluster is not precisely defined and only has a common theme of being
a group of data. However, when applying the concept of clustering to a phylogenetic
trees, we can define certain goals for clustering algorithms. We use clustering as
a method of estimating distinct groups of topologically similar trees with in a set.
The trees in a set may be returned from one or more local optima, but the inference
algorithms do not make users aware of potential optima in the data, they only return
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the set of good scoring trees. Clustering algorithms provide a way to estimate the
presence of these optima after the analysis is competed.
8.3 Types of clustering
Two popular clustering algorithms are implemented in TreeHouse. K-means and
agglomerative are each different approaches to the clustering problem with there own
strengths and weaknesses.
8.3.1 k-Means
k-means is a centroid based clustering algorithm which attempts to partition the
trees into k clusters. Each tree is placed into the cluster with the nearest mean based
on some distance function selected by the user. Defining the best possible clusters is
an NP-Hard optimization problem, but one with well known heuristics which quickly
converge to a locally optimal solution.
8.3.2 Agglomerative hierarchical clustering
TreeHouse also contains an implementation of an agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering algorithm. Hierarchical clustering attempts to build a tree of the data placing
similar data points near each other. In the case of trees hierarchical clustering builds
a tree of trees with similar trees near one another. Hierarchical clustering can be
done in two major ways. The first is a bottom up approach where each data point
starts in a cluster by itself. Pairs of similar clusters are merged as the tree hierarchy
is formed. This is known as agglomerative clustering and is the method implemented
in TreeHouse. The other option is to use a decisive clustering algorithm which is a
top down approach to creating a hierarchical clustering. In this method all the data
points start in a single cluster. Clusters are split as the hierarchy is formed. Both
methods are generally implemented as greedy algorithms. Agglomerative clustering
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was chosen for inclusion in TreeHouse for its general case O(n3) running time. While
this is slow for large data sets it is faster than the general case for divisive clustering
which runs in O(2n) time.
8.3.3 Measuring cluster quality
The average silhouette width is a popular measure for assessing the validity of
clusters. When applied to tree space, the silhouette width is a measure of how well
matched a tree is to its assigned cluster. The value is computed for each tree in the
set and average values are computed for each cluster or across the whole data set.
sill(i) =
NeighborDist(i)−OwnDist(i)
max{OwnDist(i), NeighborDist(i)} (8.1)
The silhouette of a tree i is defined in Equation 8.1. OwnDist(i) is the average
distance between the tree i and the rest of the trees in the same cluster as i. This
value can be thought of as how well the tree i is matched with its own cluster. Well
matched trees will have low OwnDist(i) values. NeighborDist(i) is the average
distance between the tree i and all the trees of the closest cluster which it is not
assigned. This value is computed by taking the average distance between i and all
the trees in a single cluster. This is repeated for each cluster and the minimum value
is returned. The cluster with the lowest value is referred to as the neighboring cluster
for i and is the cluster other than the one that i is assigned which would be the best
fit for i.
The silhouette width reported as a value from -1 to 1. Values close to 1 require
that average distance from the other trees in its assigned cluster to be smaller than
the average distance to the trees in the neighboring cluster. Trees with values close
to 1 are considered to be well placed. Values close to -1 require that the trees in the
neighboring cluster are less dissimilar to i that the trees in its assigned cluster. Trees
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with negative values are considered not to be well placed. Values close to 0 would
denote a tree that is on the edge of two clusters.
The average sill(i) value for a whole cluster of trees is a measure of how tightly
grouped and distinct the cluster is. The average sill(i) for a whole data set can be
taken as how well the data has been clustered.
While this measure was defined for validating the result of clustering algorithms,
it can be as a measure of quality for groups of trees no matter how the groups are
defined. We can think of it as answering the question, “If a clustering algorithm had
created this grouping of trees would the algorithm have been considered to do a good
job?”
ISimave
ESimave
is similar to the Average Silhouette width. It is the average distance from
a tree to the other trees in its own cluster over the average distance for a tree to
the trees in every other cluster. The major difference in the calculations is that the
silhouette width only considers the next closest cluster in scoring a data point and
the ISimave
ESimave
considers all other clusters for each data point. Due to each measure’s
use of data points outside of the cluster as part of their calculations, neither measure
is effective in directly determining if a single cluster is the best fit for the data.
8.4 Estimating optima with clustering
The first step in measuring the impact of optima on a set of trees is to identify the
presence of optima. In our work on the development of p-support, which attempts
to quantify the impact of optima on the summarization of a dataset, we put forth
a method called PeakMapper. PeakMapper estimated optima, or peaks, but relied
on many outside packages for its computations. The same general method for esti-
mating optima in a set of trees is available in TreeHouse, though TreeHouse provides
the user with more options. TreeHouse provides two different clustering algorithms
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and multiple methods for examining cluster quality. The original experiments with
PeakMapper relied on CLUTO [43] for its clustering functions and the ISimave
ESimave
as a
measure of cluster quality. The clustering algorithms perform similarly and ISimave
ESimave
is very similar to the average silhouette width which is also implemented in Tree-
House. One method of estimating optima is presented here and the results from this
analysis can be used as the input to algorithms which analyze sets of trees, such as
p-support.
The general process for estimating the number of optima in a set of trees is
presented here in four steps.
Step 1: Given a set of t trees, we use a k-means algorithm to produce a clustering.
The default distance measure in TreeHouse is the Robinson-Foulds distance but other
distance measures can be used and may produce different results. Since the true
number of clusters which best fit the data is unknown, we test a range of k values,
and evaluate the fit of each. Fitness of a clustering in TreeHouse can be measured
in terms of the average silhouette width.
Step 2: For clustering quality measures such as the silhouette width or the
ISimave
ESimave
, we cannot generate a fitness score for situations where k = 1 best describes
the data. This is because both measures rely on the distance between a tree and the
trees in a neighboring cluster. With a single cluster there is no neighboring cluster
to use in the computation. Instead, we check whether any of the clusterings fit the
data. If not, we reject the hypothesis that there are multiple optima in favor of a
single optimum being the best fit for the data.
Step 3: Once we have computed the clusterings of our data, we select the number
of clusters that maximizes the similarity among the trees of interest while minimizing
the total number of clusters. In selecting a p value which best fits the data, we use
the elbow criteria. The selection criteria favors choosing a p so that adding additional
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optima does not add sufficient information. In other words, we choose a p value such
that increasing it does not increase the silhouette ratio significantly.
Step 4: We can then use multidimensional-scaling (MDS) plots to see the relative
positions of the trees within their local optima. TreeHouse can call dredviz [100, 99]
which is a freely available open source for reducing the dimensionality of large data
sets so that they can be visualized. MDS computes a position for each tree in a 2 di-
mensional plane which best fits their higher dimensional relationships. Mapping the
high dimensional relationships into the best fitting points on a plane is a NP-hard
optimization problem. While imperfect MDS is provides powerful visual feedback
about the relationship between trees and acts as a another check to the validity of
a clustering. Aside from this study, other systematists have used MDS in phyloge-
netics [31]. However, they do not use MDS in the context of optima analysis and
visualization as explored here.
8.4.1 Experimental results
(a) Weighted ISimaveESimave (b) Unweighted
ISimave
ESimave
Figure 8.1: Selecting the appropriate number of clusters, k. Larger ISimave
ESimave
values
are preferred since they indicate a better clustering of the data.
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Figure 8.1 shows the weighted and unweighted ISimave
ESimave
values for different clus-
terings of the 150 taxa, 20,000 tree set. The weighted value takes the size of a cluster
into the calculation of the ISimave
ESimave
so that smaller clusters contribute less to the total
score. This analysis considers both the weighted and unweighted values, though in
many cases one value may be sufficient. Applying the elbow criteria to both the
weighted and unweighted data suggests that the optimal number of clusters is at
k = 2. Thus, p= 2 since the data set contains two local optima, P0 and P1. What
is the composition of the two local optima in this data set? Table 8.1 and Figure 8.2
shows that both optima are composed of half of the 20,000 total trees, and each
optimum is composed of trees from a single run. Optimum P0 is composed of trees
from run R1 from the Bayesian analysis. Optimum P1 consists of trees from run R0.
There is no overlap of trees between the two optima as each run is contained within
a single local optimum.
size resolution rate
optima trees % majority strict runs (%)
P0 10,000 50% 90.5% 34.7% R1 (100%)
P1 10,000 50% 89.1% 37.4% R0 (100%)
Table 8.1: Detailed information for the two local optima found for the 150 taxa trees.
For each optimum, we list the number of trees, resolution rates of the majority and
strict consensus trees, and run labels of the trees. The resolution rate reported in this
table is a measure of how resolved the consensus tree is. If the consensus tree was
completely binary we would have a value of 100% whereas if it was a star phylogeny
it would have a value of 0%
Even though the 567 taxa data set is more demanding in terms of having more
trees and runs than the 150 taxa data set, we approach it with the same process
to estimate the number of optima in the data set. Examining Figure 8.1 with the
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(a) Optimum P0 (b) Optimum P1
Figure 8.2: 150 taxa, p = 2: Each plot shows a single optimum with the trees in the
optimum colored to represent the Bayesian runs they came from. The MDS values
are computed as a Euclidean embedding of the data points. The r value for this
MDS analysis is 0.79, where r = correlation(original, reconstruction).
elbow criteria in mind suggests that k = 6 is the optimal clustering for the data set.
Since k = 6 is the clear peak for the unweighted data and is with in the elbow for
the weighted data, we will proceed with it as our choice and select the p = 6 as the
number of local optima for this phylogenetic analysis.
We now explore the make up of the optima and ask “What are the traits of the
six optima in the data set?” Table 8.2 provides statistics regarding the composition
of the six optima for the 567 taxa trees. The trees in runs R0, R6, and R11 are each
fully contained in single local optimum, P3, P1, and P2 respectively. These trees
are placed in these optima alone with no other trees from other runs. Hence, we can
say that the trees from each run are contained in their own optimum with no mixing
or overlap with trees from other runs. These runs settled into distinct local optima
in tree space.
Alternatively, optima P4 and P5 contain trees from multiple runs. Optimum P4
contains trees from runs R1, R5, R7, and R8. These runs appear wholly in P4, and
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size resolution rate
optima trees % majority strict runs (%)
P0 1,537 4.6% 94.2% 68.4% R3 (100.0%)
P1 2,986 9.0% 95.6% 64.7% R6 (100.0%)
P2 2,164 6.5% 95.6% 66.8% R11 (100.0%)
P3 3,177 9.5% 95.4% 65.1% R0 (100.0%)
P4 11,312 34.0% 94.0% 61.0% R1 (28.1%) R5 (26.4%) R7 (26.4%)
R8 (19.1%)
P5 12,130 36.4% 92.4% 58.3% R2 (26.2%) R3 (13.5%) R4 (24.6%)
R9 (17.8%) R10 (17.8%)
Table 8.2: Detailed information for the six local optima found by our analysis
approach on the 567 taxa trees. For each optimum, we list the number of trees,
resolution rates of the majority and strict consensus trees, and run labels of the
trees.
in no other optima. We can say that these four runs have stabilized to the same
optimum but do not overlap with the runs in any other optima. Local optimum
P5 is very similar to optimum P4. It is mainly composed of runs that wholly are
contained with in the optimum. Runs R2, R4, R9 and R10 are all contained in this
optimum. The one exception is the placement of run R3. This run is split between
two optima. About half the run appears in optimum P4 with four other runs and the
other half of run R3 appears in optimum P0 by itself. This shows that run R3 is split
between two different optima. It is the only run in either of our data sets to exhibit
this behavior. This behavior may be the result of the phylogenetic search settling
into one optimum for the first part of the search only to find a better optimum as the
search progressed. The information in Table 8.2 is represented visually in Figure 8.3.
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(a) Optimum P0 (b) Optimum P1
(c) Optimum P2 (d) Optimum P3
(e) Optimum P4 (f) Optimum P5
Figure 8.3: 567 taxa, p = 6: Each plot shows a single optima with the trees in the
optima colored to represent the Bayesian runs they came from. The MDS values are
computed as a Euclidean embedding of the data points. The r value for this MDS
analysis is 0.84, where r = correlation(original, reconstruction).
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In this data set our analysis shows six local optima each distinct from one another.
The only mixing in terms of runs appearing in multiple optima occurs with R3
appearing in two optima. Knowledge of these trends in the data have the potential
to inform the process of summarizing of the trees. For instance, since the behavior
exhibited by run R3 could be explained that it found one optimum early in the search
only to abandon it later for another optimum, it may be useful to remove the section
of R3 contained in the lesser scoring of the two optima from the summarization. This
same idea could be applied to whole sets of optima. Given that we have six optima
and know which trees make up each optima, it becomes possible to select the optima
with the best overall likelihood scores and set aside the trees representing the less
likely optima.
8.4.2 Detecting single optimum tree collections
We have shown the effectiveness of our algorithm in detecting when a data set
has stabilized to multiple optima instead of a single optimum. Since neither data set
we analyzed contained only a single optimum, we chose to create such a data set in
order show how our algorithm would perform given this case. To represent this case
we used a single run from our 150 taxa data set to create a 10,000 tree data set with
a single optimum.
We begin by clustering our data set using k = 2 through k = 24. We then
examine the ISimave
ESimave
ratio in Figure 8.4. Applying the elbow criteria can be a little
tricky in this case. There is no obvious place where the gains in the ISimave
ESimave
ratio
taper off. There is a fairly steady increase in the ISimave
ESimave
ratio as the k values increase.
This is a strong sign that the most appropriate clustering is actually k = 1. As we
increase k to its maximum value of n (number of trees) we expect the ISimave
ESimave
ratio
to rise. We are looking for a peak in these values before it it becomes a continual
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(a) Weighted ISimaveESimave (b) Unweighted
ISimave
ESimave
Figure 8.4: Selecting the appropriate number of clusters, k, when the optimal number
of clusters is 1. Larger ISimave
ESimave
values are preferred since they indicate a better
clustering of the data.
rise. Since this isn’t found, we assume a k value of one and therefore a p value of
one.
8.4.3 Conclusions
Using our approach, we analyzed two published Bayesian studies. Data set #1
covers 150 taxa of desert algae and green plants [48] and Data set #2 covers 567 taxa
of angiosperms [85]. The 150 taxa data set consists of 20,000 trees from two runs of
the MrBayes phylogenetic heuristic. The 567 taxa data set contained 33,306 trees
from 12 Bayesian runs. Both of these tree collections have high majority consensus
resolution rates. Our approach shows that both tree sets contain multiple local
optima—there are two and six local optima found for the 150 and 567 taxa data sets,
respectively. Hence, high consensus resolution rates do not exclude the possibility
of a tree set containing multiple optima. These data sets present two interesting
cases: the number of trees in the optimum in the 150 taxa data set are of equal size
while they are disproportional in the 567 taxa data set. These cases show how the
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distribution of trees across optima can impact the resulting majority consensus tree.
These data sets make the case for a support measure which can quantify the impact
of optima on the branches of a consensus tree. p-support is intended to provide this
information.
It has been assumed that when multiple Bayesian analyses converge that there is
a single optimum present in the data set. We have shown that this is an assumption
that should be investigated further. Not only is it possible for multiple optima to be
present it is possible for a single run of a search algorithm to contain multiple local
optima. We have introduced tools to help detect and quantify the impact of local
optima on the bipartitions which are presented in the final tree.
8.5 Peak support
8.5.1 Motivation
With our work exploring convergence and distinguishing bipartitions, we identi-
fied multiple optima in some tree sets. The trees in an optimum share some common
phylogenetic information with the other trees in the optimum. However, each op-
timum clusters independently and is separated by distinguishing bipartitions from
the other optima. Each optimum contains its own hypothesis of the true tree. Since
phylogenetic search algorithms attempt to find the best tree in tree space and not
evenly sample each optima, the search may over sample some optima and under
sample others. Computing a majority consensus tree of such a data set can lead to
some hypotheses being given more weight than others, not because they are more
likely but simply because of how the data was sampled. To address this issue we have
developed p-support as a way of showing the impact of these distinct hypothesis on
the final consensus tree.
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8.5.2 Definition of p-support
We define the p-support of a bipartition as the percentage of p local optima with
majority support for that bipartition. A p-support value of 100% means that a bipar-
tition was supported by each optimum whereas 0% implies that the bipartition was
not strongly supported by any of the p optima. p-support can be viewed as a mea-
sure of precision at the local optimum level, much the same way that bootstrap [21]
and taxa jackknifing [83] support are measures of precision at the character and taxa
level. High p-support values signal that a bipartition is in high agreement across
the local optima and, therefore, is less likely to be overturned by additional analysis.
Similarly to other common support measures, p-support can be useful in identifying
the areas of a tree that may benefit the most from additional data and analysis.
In this way, support measures are a useful tool in illuminating new problems and
hypotheses [26].
The most critical feature to the p-support measure is the identification of the p
local optima of an analysis. These local optima serve as the input to the p-support
calculation. We have developed PeakMapper as well as a more streamlined process
available in TreeHouse to determine how many local optima are contained in a data
set, as well as which trees are contained in each optimum. While we present a
technique to use clustering to identify the optima among the trees, p-support is
independent of how the optima are determined. Any method that identifies local
optima can be used with our p-support measure. For instance, if tree islands [51]
were detected and labeled in a data set, that information could be used to compute
p-support. Once the optima are identified, p-support can be computed for the tree
collection and annotated on majority and strict consensus trees. These support
values can be viewed in standard tree viewing packages such as FigTree or with
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TreeHouse’s display tree function.
p-support was defined and tested outside of the TreeHouse framework. It has
since been implemented with in TreeHouse. The experiments shown were originally
done with the standalone implementation of p-support using PeakMapper. They
have since been verified with the new TreeHouse implementation. Since p-support
values are deterministic, the results for the new and original analysis are the same.
8.5.3 Comparison to common support measures
Bremer support, also known as the decay index, support index, or simply SI [9]
measures how many steps from the most parsimonious trees it takes to lose a branch
in the consensus of the near-most-parsimonious trees. A branch in one of the most
parsimonious trees is strongly supported if it is also contained in the near-most-
parsimonious trees. There are similarities in the intuition behind Bremer support
and p-support. Both methods consider the prevalence of a bipartition across sets
of trees. Where Bremer support creates subsets of trees by iteratively relaxing the
threshold for near-most-parsimonious trees to be included into the consensus, p-
support considers local optima. Where Bremer support seeks to compute the the
point at which the bipartition stops appearing in the consensus of the subset of trees,
p-support computes the prevalence of each bipartition in each optimum. In both
cases highly supported bipartitions are highly corroborated in the data set. While
Bremer support is effective only in parsimony analyses, p-support is not limited by
the method which the trees are computed. p-support can be used in any analysis
which contains multiple optima.
Bootstrap support [21] is computed by running a set of analyses with the input
sequence alignment resampled such that some characters are include twice or more
and others are not included at all. This simulates the effect that reweighting or
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revising the data might have on the output trees. Hence, the rate that a bipartition
appears in the resulting trees is a measure of how robust a bipartition is to changes
in the sequence alignment. Bootstrap support is similar to taxa jackknifing [46,
75] which samples the taxa set to generate input data for a set of phylogenetic
analyses. The resulting trees are used to compute a consensus tree to identify areas
of disagreement among the trees. This is a measure of stability in regards to the
deletion of taxa.
Each of these measures defines the support of a bipartition based on its stability
under different methods of perturbation of the input sequence data. These methods
are very complementary to p-support which is the only support measure of corrob-
oration across optima in the data set. In fact, there is no strict guarantee that the
trees generated from a bootstrap or jackknife analysis fall into a single optimum
themselves. Thus, measuring the p-support of the trees resulting from a bootstrap
or jackknife analysis may provide further information.
8.5.4 Computing and visualizing p-support.
Once the optima in a set of trees have been identified, we can compute the p-
support value for each clade in our data set based on those optima. The p-support
value of a clade is the percentage of optima which contain majority support for
the clade. In order to visualize the p-support values for each unique clade in the
data set, we developed the p-map. Our visualization technique compares the range
of p-support values on the y-axis to the percentage of total support on the x-axis.
To increase readability, jitter is applied along the y-axis only, allowing overlapping
points to form into lanes. The position on the x-axis is absolute meaning that any
point on the right side of the line marking 50% support is a clade that would appear
in the majority consensus trees. The shading of each point in a p-map represents the
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standard deviation in support for each clade between clusters. Points shaded in blue
are equally supported across clusters and points shaded in red are highly supported
in some clusters and barely supported in others.
8.5.5 Experimental results
Figure 8.5: A p-map, p-support values plotted against the percent of trees containing
the bipartition for the 150 taxa data set with a p value of 2. Points greater than
50% on the x-axis would appear in a majority consensus tree. The points are shaded
to reflect the standard deviation in the support values from the different optima.
Dark blue points mean the bipartition was equally supported among the optima
whereas red points mean there was a large difference in the amount of support for a
bipartition among the optima.
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Using the the optima estimations in Section 8.4 for Data set #1 and Data set #2
we compute the p-support for the clades in each tree set.
Summarizing the of 20,000 trees of Data set #1 as a consensus tree without
acknowledging the presence of the two local optima ignores the distinct competing
hypotheses that exist in this data set. We represent the influence of these hypotheses
by annotating the resulting consensus tree with the p-support values of each branch in
the consensus. For example, in a majority consensus tree, our annotation illuminates
majority bipartitions that are supported by a subset of the local optima. Figure 8.5
shows that there are three bipartitions that would appear in the majority consensus
tree but are only supported by one of the two local optima. These bipartitions have
a high standard deviation of p-support meaning that they are supported by one
optimum much more than the other. Since there is disagreement among the optima,
these bipartitions more likely to be overturned by further runs of the search heuristic
than those agreed on by all of the optima.
Figure 8.6 shows the p-support values plotted against the percentage of trees
containing each bipartition for the clades in Data set #2. Notice that there are a
number of bipartitions which would appear in the majority consensus of the set but
are supported by only a subset of the optima found in the search. For instance, there
are seven bipartitions which appear in the majority consensus tree, but they are only
supported by 50% of the optima. There is even a bipartition which is only supported
by 2 of the 6 optima yet it has over 50% majority support and therefore appears on
the majority consensus tree. Due to size disparity between optima, there are some
bipartitions supported by only half the optima but are still able to achieve over 70%
majority support. These bipartitions are also interesting due to the high standard
deviation in p-support. Some optima heavily support those bipartitions while other
optima barely support them if at all. The bipartitions with low p-support are the
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Figure 8.6: p-support values plotted against the percent of trees containing the
bipartition for the 567 taxa data set with a p value of 6. Points greater than 50%
on the x-axis would appear in a majority consensus tree. The points are shaded to
reflect the standard deviation in the support values from the different optima. Dark
blue points mean the bipartition was equally supported among the optima whereas
red points mean there was a large difference in the amount of support for a bipartition
among the optima.
ones most likely to be effected by further analysis or new data. Bipartitions that
are common to all 6 local optima are likely to appear in future runs of the heuristic
search algorithm while bipartitions supported by a subset of optima are less likely to
be present in a future run. To this end it may be appropriate to collapse bipartitions
with low p-support.
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8.5.6 Conclusions
Overall, our work presents systematists with a new measure called p-support
for quantifying the robustness of inferred relationships in an evolutionary tree. We
hope that p-support can provide researchers and the community at large with more
information about the results of phylogenetic analyses—especially in regards to which
regions of the tree may benefit most from further investigation
The p-support analysis also serves as an example of the types of analysis that
can be conducted with in TreeHouse and the power of having multiple algorithms
availble with in a single framework. Peak support relies on clustering to determine
optima, and consensus methods to identify which relationships are supported by the
optima. Clustering relies on distance measures for the actual grouping of trees as
well as the measurement of clustering quality. Having all of these functions with in
the same framework makes the analysis much easier for the user.
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9. REPRODUCIBILTY
9.1 Validation of TreeHouse
A major component of the scientific method is the validation of the research
by the community. Validation requires that the community is given access to the
data and tools necessary for to repeat the experiments. Funding organizations and
scientific journals have put policies into place that require researchers to make their
data and methods available to other researchers. Within the field of phylogenetics,
it is often required that the sequence data used to infer the phylogeny is published in
GenBank [3] and the inferred phylogeny is published on TreeBASE. However, much
of the information required to repeat the experiment and turn the sequences into a
tree are lost.
The computational nature of the methods can cause other issues for reproducible
science. Analyses are often conducted with software that is neither multi-platform
nor open source. When software is available, there is still a question is to whether
it will run the same on two different machines. Operating systems, hardware, soft-
ware dependencies, and runtime environment differences can lead to different results.
Furthermore, the version of the software can make a big difference in the results of
an analysis. Once software is installed and working as expected, there becomes a
question as to what settings were used to conduct the analysis. Much of the software
used in computational biology allows the user to tweak a variety of settings to adjust
the analysis to better fit the user’s data or the type of analysis being done. All of the
settings are a required component of checking and reproducing an analysis. However,
much of this information is not readily available to the scientific community.
As a developer of piece of software which hosts algorithms for computational anal-
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ysis, I’m aware of the reproducibility issue on two levels. The first is the validation
of TreeHouse and its algorithms. TreeHouse is being made available to the commu-
nity as an open source project. This allows others to validate that the algorithms
contained in the system work as described.
TreeHouse uses features from open source libraries such as Boost, ncurses, and
readline. The availability of these open source libraries is a boon to those that write
software. They go a long way in preventing the need to reinvent the wheel for many
common functions. However, for every library that the programmer uses to get their
software running, there is one more library that the end user has to install. TreeHouse
also uses some features in the C++11 standard. These features are implemented
in some version of some compilers and not in others. These dependencies form the
environment in which TreeHouse was developed and tested and can often be a barrier
to installing a piece of research software.
In order to lower the barrier of entry to TreeHouse, it is being made available
as part of a virtual machine image that captures the development environment for
the project. This allows users to download the machine image and load a runtime
environment which contains an installed version of TreeHouse, the source code, all
of its dependencies, examples, and documentation. This method allows users to
test drive the software before deciding if it is worth while to install it on their own
systems. It also provides a template for a known working installation environment.
As compilers and libraries continue to develop, features may change which could
break or improve functionality within TreeHouse. The virtual image provides a snap
shot of how it worked when it was published.
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9.2 Reproducing analyses with TreeHouse
In the development of TreeHouse, I was also aware that the intended users are
scientists running experiments. So, while I wanted to make sure that the work I
had done with the algorithms in TreeHouse was reproducible, I also wanted to make
sure that any work done using TreeHouse for analysis would also be reproducible.
TreeHouse offers two modes of interaction, the first is an interactive command line
and the second is the execution of batch scripts. TreeHouse provides a logging feature
which documents the user input in the interactive mode as a batch script so that
complicated series of commands can be easily repeated.
For instance, we can use TreeHouse to address whether two runs of a phylogenetic
inference algorithm converged to the same place in tree space. One way that we
might conduct this experiment is to cluster the trees then compare the way that
the clustering algorithm grouped the trees with a grouping based on the runs that
generated the trees using the rand index. The results of this experiment might appear
in a paper but due to perceived importance and space limits certain details may be
omitted. However, with TreeHouse the whole experiment can be distributed so that
others can follow the exact steps. The example analysis might take the form of the
five commands shown in Listing 9.1
Listing 9.1: Rand index comparison
run1 = {0 . . 9999}
run2 = {10000 . .19999}
runs = [ run1 , run2 ]
c l u s t e r i n g = kmeans ({0 . . 1 9 9 9 9} , 2 ,RF)
rand index ( runs , c l u s t e r i n g )
With the included batch script and the TreeZip file, any one can run the analysis
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themselves. More importantly, it takes away any ambiguity about how the analysis
was conducted. All of the variables are defined for the users and it is clear that the
clustering algorithm used was k-means with a k value of 2, and the Robinson-Foulds
distance was used as the distance measure for the clustering algorithm. This not
only resolves any confusion about how the analysis was conducted but provides a
platform for further analysis. Given the features of TreeHouse, it would be easy
to see if the results of a agglomerative clustering algorithm matched those of the
k-means clustering algorithm or take the analysis a step further and determine if
there are any distinguishing bipartitions between the runs.
TreeZip [55] has relieved many memory concerns with storing large sets of trees.
Space constraints are should not prevent researchers from storing or making public
the sets of trees used in their analyses. I hope that the logging features and virtual
machine distribution of TreeHouse will allow and encourage researchers to make more
of their data available to the community.
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
10.1 Conclusions
The goal of this research has been to provide algorithms which allow biologists to
better understand their data sets. What began as a search engine for phylogenetic
trees has become a platform for information discovery and exploration. In TreeHouse,
a user can find more than just the trees that match a query but a range of information
their trees. Whether it’s questions about how far two taxa are from one another in
a single tree or if there are patterns or anomalies in whole sets, TreeHouse has
algorithms to help explore those questions.
We have shown that the search algorithms in TreeHouse are fast and effective for
both taxa homogeneous and taxa heterogeneous sets of trees. We have also shown
the search power of relationships defined by a smaller number of taxa. These edge
based searches provide a united way to consider quartets, K-tets, and bipartitions
in either taxa homogeneous or heterogeneous trees. Furthermore, the development
of a model of querying led to the development of the idea of K-tets as the a way
to unify edge based relationships. Our work with K-tets, as a fundamental unit of
search, impacted the way we think of distance measures and freed us from the idea
that building blocks of trees where either bipartitions or quartets.
The analysis algorithms in the TreeHouse have also lead to novel developments.
The work with decision trees demonstrated that sets of trees thought to have con-
verged to a single place in tree space may not have reached convergence. This led
to the development of the idea of distinguishing bipartitions and the suggestion that
the previous methods for detecting convergence, which do not consider tree topology,
were insufficient. This work lead to applying clustering algorithms to sets of trees
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to estimate local optima in the tree sets that were previously undetected. We have
shown that optima are detectable and presented p-support as a measure to quantify
the impact of those optima on the resulting tree.
TreeHouse has also lead to the development of other novel analysis tools. Com-
puting consensus trees from the bipartition table led us to implement methods for
detecting which trees in a set could or couldn’t appear in the same tree. This com-
putation formed the basis for building a new type of consensus tree which is build
from the least conflicting bipartitions. The adaptation of the data structures and
algorithms to handle heterogeneous taxa sets to facilitate searching inspired the idea
of taxa masking as a way to apply familiar analyses to data sets which they would
not otherwise be applicable.
10.2 Future work
TreeHouse has evolved from a phylogenetic search engine into a platform for
exploring trees. It seems that every new analysis algorithm poses as many new
questions as they solve. While we know enough about phylogenetic trees to produce
and publish them, it seems at times like we have barely scratched the surface of
potential understanding. To this end, there is an ever growing list of problems and
questions that TreeHouse may provide solutions for in the future. A few future
directions for project have been selected to give the reader a better idea of the
TreeHouse’s potential as a platform for phylogenetic analysis.
TreeHouse currently uses clustering and decision trees to find patterns in a set of
trees. These tools have been used to address the issue of convergence and detect if
there are multiple optima in a data set. With some work these methods may also be
valuable for determining the burn in of a phylogenetic inference. Burn in is a term
used to refer to the samples from a Bayesian analysis which occur before the analysis
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reaches stability. These trees are discarded as they are not part of the estimated
distribution. Since determining convergence is a difficult problem, determining the
cut off between the burn in and the posterior distribution can also be difficult. The
same sorts of analysis tools which we have used to detect an patterns in amongst
trees may also be useful for determining what can be safely discarded as burn in.
TreeHouse introduces the ability to query a set of trees based on relationships.
This work on search algorithms has taken an approach which presents bipartitions
and quartets as the two end points on the scale of all possible edge based relationships.
Bipartitions and quartets have been explored and are fairly well understood, but
the relationships which reside between bipartitions and quartets, the K-tets, are
not well understood. TreeHouse can already compute matches between K-tets and
trees as part of the search algorithms and it is only steps away from allowing K-
tets to be used in other contexts. K-tets could be used as the basis of distance
measure or as the building blocks in consensus algorithms. They are more robust to
conflicting taxa than bipartitions but may be faster to use, at least in some cases,
than quartets. These unexplored relationships could be powerful tools in future
analysis and TreeHouse is an good position to begin that exploration.
The development of TreeHouse has been guided by the idea that better under-
standing of the data that goes into a published tree will lead to better published
trees. TreeHouse has focused mainly on the topological aspects of trees, but future
development may expand with analysis algorithms that utilize the score of a tree
based on a specified model of evolution. Bringing in this aspect would could open
new questions and lead to the development of new algorithms. It would also re-
quire TreeHouse to handle different data types. The ability to score trees based on a
model requires that TreeHouse be aware of the model of evolutions and the sequence
alignment. This would mark a major shift in development for the project but could
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provide new an important avenues of research.
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APPENDIX A
DATA SETS
• Data set #1: 20,000 trees obtained from a Bayesian analysis of an alignment
of 150 taxa (23 desert taxa and 127 others from freshwater, marine, ands oil
habitats) with 1,651 aligned sites [48]. Two independent runs consisting of
25 million generations (trees were sampled every 1,000 generations) were per-
formed using the GTR+I+Γ model in MrBayes with four independent chains.
The authors constructed a majority consensus tree in their study using the
20,000 trees from the last 10 million generations from each of the two runs.
The resolution rates of the majority and strict consensus trees are 85.7% and
34.0%, respectively. The total number of clades across the 20,000 trees is
2,940,000, where 1,168 of them are unique.
Data set #1: 150 taxa Bayesian trees
run r0 r1
- 10,000 10,000
Table A.1: The number of 150 taxa Bayesian trees in each run. There are 2 total
runs and 20,000 total trees.
• Data set #2: 33,306 trees obtained from an analysis of a three-gene, 567 taxa
(560 angiosperms, seven outgroups) data set with 4,621 aligned characters,
which is one of the largest Bayesian analysis done to date [85]. Twelve runs,
with four chains each, using the GTR+I+Γ model in MrBayes ran for at least 10
million generations. Trees were sampled every 1,000 generations. The authors
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discuss the difficulties with combining trees from multiple runs. To obtain
our collection of 33,306 trees, we discard the trees from the first 8 million
generations. The resolution rates of the majority and strict consensus trees
are 92.6% and 51.8%, respectively. The total number of bipartitions across the
33,306 trees is 18,784,584, where 2,444 of them are unique.
• Data set #3: 100 trees were obtained from Gordon Burleigh. Theses trees are
part of a bootstrap analysis of a 950 taxa gymnosperm data set.
• Data set #4: 200 trees were obtained from Gordon Burleigh. Theses trees are
part of a bootstrap analysis of a 950 taxa Saxifragales data set.
Data set #2: 567 taxa Bayesian trees
run r0 r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 r10 r11
- 3177 3178 3178 3179 2985 2985 2986 2987 2162 2162 2163 2164
Table A.2: The number of 567 taxa Bayesian trees in each run. There are 12 total
runs and 33,306 total trees.
• Data set #5: 4,898 trees from a maximum parsimony (MP) analysis of the
567 “three-gene” data set. This is a further analysis using different methods of
the data set in Data Set #2 [84]. Two MP algorithms, parsimony ratchet [64]
and Rec-I-DCM33 were used to infer the phylogenies. Each MP algorithm
created 5,000 trees for a total of 10,000 trees. Parsimony ratchet was used to
was call Pauprat and was based on a Perl script by Bininda-Emonds [4] to
generate a PAUP* [94] batch file to run the parsimony ratchet heuristic. The
set was culled to remove any trees that were less and near-optimal. For our
experiments, we use parsimony trees that are step0, step1, and step2 away from
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the best-known maximum parsimony score for this data set, which is 44,165.
Let x represent the parsimony score of a tree ti. Then, tree ti is x−b steps away
from the best score. In our experiments, step0, step1, and step2 represents trees
that are 0, 1, and 2 steps away from the best score, b, respectively. Between
the two algorithms, there are 4,898 trees that fit this criteria.
Data set #5: 567 taxa maximum parsimony trees
run r0 r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9
- 246 179 197 169 234 796 764 761 791 761
Table A.3: The number of maximum parsimony trees in each run. Runs r0 to r4 were
obtained from Pauprat. The remaining trees were collected from Rec-I-DCM33.
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APPENDIX B
PQL GRAMMER AND LEXER
Listing B.1: Rules for the PQL grammar
prog
: query +;
query
: ( a s s i gnment expre s s i on )? NEWLINE;
a s s i gnment expre s s i on
: IDENTIFIER ’= ’ a s s i gnment expre s s i on
| n o t e x p r e s s i o n ;
n o t e x p r e s s i o n
: ( ’ ! ’ ) ? d i f f e r e n c e e x p r e s s i o n ;
d i f f e r e n c e e x p r e s s i o n
: un i on expr e s s i on ( ’− ’ un i on expr e s s i on ) ∗ ;
un i on expr e s s i on
: i n t e r s e c t i o n e x p r e s s i o n ( ’+ ’ i n t e r s e c t i o n e x p r e s s i o n ) ∗ ;
i n t e r s e c t i o n e x p r e s s i o n
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: e q u a l i t y e x p r e s s i o n ( ’ ˆ ’ e q u a l i t y e x p r e s s i o n ) ∗ ;
e q u a l i t y e x p r e s s i o n
: p o s t f i x e x p r e s s i o n (( ’== ’ | ’ != ’ ) p o s t f i x e x p r e s s i o n )∗ ;
p o s t f i x e x p r e s s i o n
: p r imary expre s s i on ( ’ [ ’ a s s i gnment expre s s i on ’ ] ’
| ’ ( ’ ’ ) ’
| ’ ( ’ a r g u m e n t e x p r e s s i o n l i s t ’ ) ’ ) ∗ ;
a r g u m e n t e x p r e s s i o n l i s t
: a s s i gnment expre s s i on ( ’ , ’ a s s i gnment expre s s i on ) ∗ ;
p r imary expre s s i on
: IDENTIFIER
| atom
| ’ ( ’ a s s i gnment expre s s i on ’ ) ’ ;
c o n s t a n t e x p r e s s i o n l i s t
: ( a s s i gnment expre s s i on | RANGE LITERAL )
( ’ , ’ ( a s s i gnment expre s s i on | RANGE LITERAL ) )∗ ;
atom
: constant
| ’ [ ’ ( c o n s t a n t e x p r e s s i o n l i s t )? ’ ] ’
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| ’{ ’ ( c o n s t a n t e x p r e s s i o n l i s t )? ’} ’ ;
constant
: ( DECIMAL LITERAL )
| ( CHARACTER LITERAL )
| (STRING LITERAL )
| (FLOATING POINT LITERAL) ;
Listing B.2: Rules for the PQL lexer
IDENTIFIER
: LETTER (LETTER | ’ 0 ’ . . ’ 9 ’ ) ∗ ;
fragment
LETTER
: ’ $ ’
| ’A’ . . ’ Z ’
| ’ a ’ . . ’ z ’
| ’ ’ ;
CHARACTER LITERAL
: ’\ ’ ’ ( ESCAPE SEQUENCE | ˜ ( ’\ ’ ’ | ’\\ ’ ) ) ’ \ ’ ’ ;
STRING LITERAL
: ’” ’ STRING GUTS ’ ” ’ ;
fragment
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STRING GUTS
: ( ESCAPE SEQUENCE | ˜ ( ’\\ ’ | ’ ” ’ ) )∗ ;
RANGE LITERAL
: ( ’− ’ )? ( ’ 0 ’ . . ’ 9 ’ ) + ’ . . ’ ( ’ − ’ ) ? ( ’ 0 ’ . . ’ 9 ’ )+ ;
DECIMAL LITERAL
: ( ’ 0 ’ | ( ’− ’ )? ’ 1 ’ . . ’ 9 ’ ’ 0 ’ . . ’ 9 ’ ∗ ) ;
FLOATING POINT LITERAL
: ( ’ − ’ ) ? ( ’ 0 ’ . . ’ 9 ’ )+ ’ . ’ ( ’ 0 ’ . . ’ 9 ’ ) ∗
| ’ . ’ ( ’ 0 ’ . . ’ 9 ’ ) + ;
fragment
ESCAPE SEQUENCE
: ’\\ ’ ( ’ b ’ | ’ t ’ | ’ n ’ | ’ f ’ | ’ r ’ | ’ \ ” ’ | ’ \ ’ ’ | ’ \ \ ’ ) ;
COMMENT
: ’/∗ ’ ( : . )∗ ’∗/ ’ ;
LINE COMMENT
: ’// ’ ˜( ’\n ’ | ’ \ r ’ ) ∗ ;
NEWLINE: ( ’\ r\n ’ | ’ \ n ’ | ’ \ r ’ ) ;
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WS : ( ’ ’ | ’\ r ’ | ’ \ t ’ | ’ \ u000C ’ | ’ \ n ’ ) ;
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